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PSYCHIC EPIDEMICS
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.R"HE physician. in order to diagnose and prognose a disease in aTpatient properly, finds it necessary to obtain full knowiedge of
the whole personal and family history. Thus also, the niedical

historian approaches and studies diseases as generic phenomena and
expressions f rom w-hich he endeavours to formulate general laws which
govern hurnan existence. For the historian, whether his pursuits are
medicai, political, or moral, is confronted by human life as aggregate.
He may even go beyond it and treat the human phase oniy as a part
of a general living being. His duty is to determine what is common to
ail life, to what extent its forms differ and how its parts move in, and are
related to, their environinent. .For one of the greatest questions is,
whether ail organic life and again each unit of life represent oniy ag-
gregates of individuals, or, whether they are entities in the saine sense
that the individual, hîmseli is an entity, flot a simple summatîon of celîs.
Here each comportent must follow certain laws which are dîctated by the
unit as a whole. This is of fundamental importance in the interpretations
of human history, no matter froin which standpoint we view it. Does
the hunian collective unit move of necessity according to certain iaws,
are its actions determined? Should we, as the great, medical historian,
Hecker, earIy in the nineteenth century put it, " be able to deduce froma
the grave facts of history a convincing proof that the human race,
amidst the creation which surrounds it, moves in body and soul as an
individual whole?" Is the individuality of persons and nations which
we value so highly, only a ripple on the vast ocean of mankind, whose
movements bring forth the ripple, but in their own massiveness and force
remain hidden underneath, unnoticed by the casual observer, until a
violent outbreak through a gale discloses their presence and power to a
surprised spectator?

It is in this connection that medical history may demand general
recognition, for it discloses plainer than, any other branch of history two
closeiy related common humnan characteristics--susceptibility and co-
hesion. It is especialiy the history of epidemics, their origin, their
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commencement, extent, manner of propagation, periodic occurrence,

geographical distribution, racial influence, although stili obscure in

nany points, that directs our attention towards certain laws which

govern susceptibility, and therefore, cohesion of the human aggregate.

Most instructive are those epidemics which are psychic, in which no

physical, niaterial contagion exists, but which are communicated, by, and

disturb thc mînd purely through the senses. 0f these. there have been

outbreaks in different parts of the world in one form or another and at

one tume or another. The ground for their development is always

prepared by great exhausting upheavals (famine, war, plagues, etc.>

which unbalance the human mentality, paralyse restraint, judgment and

throw, therefore, the savage animal, imitating nature and common

instincts of mani into most extraordinary relief.

These psychic epidemnics depend ail upon a morbid enthusiasmn

of one thing or another, often augmented by hatred, leagued with baser

passions, but f requently cloaked in, and supported by, a mantie of virtue.

Their desire is to satiate long suppressed emotions, jealousy, revenge

and sensuous pleasures which are ordinarily suppressed by conventions.

Furthermore, these mental states have generally been taken ad-

vantage of by the unscrupulous who, in order to gain their own ends and

profits, join, encourage and propagate the particular expression of a

deranged mentality.
Thus whole cities, districts and countries have succumbed to strange

mental attitudes and actions.
0f these psychic epidemnics many exist, -but hardly any is more

interesting and instructive than the so-called "Dancing Mania" which,

in changing but essentially similar form, occurring in greater or lesser

extent in ail countries of the old and new world, has beeti in evidence

f rom the middle ages to the present generation and has appeared under,

and consequent to, similar environmental influences. »

The facts and evidence of this epidemiîc were carefully collected,

critically reviewed and niasterly presented by Hecker in his great work

on the Epidemiîcs of the middle ages, which appeared from 1832 to 1834,

and which î ncludes, an account of the "Black Death," "The Dancing

Mania" and "The sweating sickness." At the instigation of the council

of the Sydenham Society, appreciating the importance of the work,

an excellent English translation by Babington appeared in their publica-

tions in 1844, with annotations and references to originals, inaking the

work available to English readers. Creating a great impression at the

time in its historic and psychological bearings, it was gradually more or

less lost sight of, even by the niedical profession and historians for

whom it had been principally written. Thus, at the present day, mnuch

of its historie and psychological value and influence has been obliterated.
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1 have, therefore, thought it opportune to place once more the chief
facts and relations of one of the most peculiar human afflictions before a
larger circle of readers.

It is necessary to, first sketch briefly the background and settings
of the malady, for, like ail human movements, it becomes intelligible
only in the light of the preceding events.

The Dancing Mania appeared in extraordinary form and extent
during one of those frightful periods of physîcal and mental depressîon
which were unusually numerous in the middle ages. It followed closely
in the path of the plague and the turmoils of a general disorder. Their
moral effects were even more shocking than their physical devastation.
Thus there died of plague1 : in London, between 20,000 and 30,000;
a tremendous rate for the population of that time. The daily inter-
ments rose to, 200 a day in one cemetery alone. (The old Charter house
churchyard in London has a stone monument at its entrance bearing the
inscription that 50,000 corpses were here interred. But this is un-
doubtedly based on a traditional exaggeration and was recorded about
22 years after the epidemic.) In Yarmouth there were about 7,000
deaths; in Leicester 1,377 of a population of 3,939;, in Norwich, 15,000.
(The record of 50,000 given by somne for Norwich seems altogether
impossible.) Oxford lost two-thirds of its academiec population.

Significant are the, generally reliable, figures for the monasteries and
clergy. Thus Higden, in " Polychronicon,"' states: " in somne houses of
religion, of twenty, were lef t but twain." In Croxton ail monks died
with exception of the abbott and prior. In Ely 28 out of 43. In the
Archdeaconry of West Riding there were 96 vacancies in the year 1349,
leaving 45 parishes in which incumbents survived. In East Riding 60
incumbents died out of 95 parishes. In East Anglia 800 parishes lost
their parsons from March 1349 to, March 1350; 80 parîshes having been
twice vacant and 10 three times. In the mountainous parts the ravages
seemed to, be less, but the Scots contracted and imported the disease into,
their country through one of their many invasions into English terri-
tory. In Ireland the epidemic appeared equally severe, although ac-
cording to somne it seems to have been somewhat Iess infected than the
rest of Britain. But on the continent conditions were even more terrible.
In Pagris fully 50% of the population died and the daily death rate rose
to, 800; in Vienna the daily death rate is given as between 500 and
1,000; in Florence there died of plague 60,000; in Naples, 60,000;
in Genoa, 40,000; in Avignon, 60,000; in Modena the whole population
of one htrndred succumbed; in Rome the dead were reported "count-
less "; in Strasburg, 16,000; in Lubeck (at that time an important part)
9,000. Cairo is reported on good authority to have lost at least 1,000
people a day; in Asia succumbed, according to a report to Pope Clement

1. The older figures of the mortality during the plague epidemic were much larger,
but flot very reliable. The figures here recorded are fromt the more critical recent works
of Creighton (Epîdemics in Britain, 1891, 1), Haser (Geschichte d. Medizin, 1884)
-and Lersch (Voikssenchen, 1896) where other details may be found.
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VI, 23 millions. India was depopulated. Even the inhabitantS of the
most northern countries, Greentand and Iceland did flot escape. To

themn it was brought froin Denmark, Sweden and Norway. In Germany,
which was apparently more spared by the plagues than other countries,
only (!) 1,244,434 died. In the city of Erfurt, after the cemeteries had

been filled, corpses were thrown by the thousands into tremendous pits.
The saine practice was followed in other cities, or bodies were thrown

into the rivers. Hecker states that, without exaggeration, the number
of deaths in Europe was about 25,000,000. It is safe to assume that

Europe lost near to one-half of its entire population.
When towns were stricken by the disease, panic followed; fear,

consternation ruled; ail order broke down. Citizens committed suicide
in order to escape the disease. Morals deteriorated, laws disappeared

and strife and conquest added to the existing disorder. This, shortly,
is the picture of the "Great Mortality " from, 1347 to 1350, but flot ended

in that year, for recurrences were frequent to the end of the 14th century
which, although flot so severe or general, but in combination with other

misfortunes, perpetuated the demoralization.
It is interesting to recali in this connection two important assciated

phenomena which have prof oundly influenced subsequent history.
One is the increasing wealth and power of the chuirch through the ac-

quisition of donations in treasures and land. Individuals in fear of

death gave freely for penance and protection. The other is a most

extraordinary fecundity of the women. Marriages became prolific so

that the waste of human life was more rapidly replaced than the psychic
effects, of ruinous influences were worn but.

The flrst spreading psychic results of these unhappy tumes are

evident in the extending movements of the Flaggelants or Cross bearers.

Flaggelation, as religious penance, had been practised long before and

been witnessed in varjous parts of Europe, but with the plague it rose to

much greater importance and exaggeration.
From Hungary, in 1349, there marched a few hundred Flaggelants

in strange ecclesiastic procession across Germany. By the time they

reached Strassburg their number was over a thousand; at Speyer it

became a general movement in which the whole city participated. It

gained greater momentumn with wider distribution. Degenerate prac-

tices, crimes and other outgrowths were associated with Flaggelant
exhibitions anid influences, outlaws and adventurers joined thern, until

the Sorbonne at Paris and the -Emnperor Charles both appealed to the

Holy See against them, and indeed the Flaggelant mnovement threatened
the authority of priests and church.

But now the heated, unbalanced public mind turned to another

outlet of its emnotions in a direction which since the tîme of Tucydides
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bas been for ever in the minds of the ignorant and vulgar, the explanation

of great catastrophes.
The belief spread over Europe that the plague was due to poisoned

water, poisoned food and supplies and poisoned air. A common enerny

of EuXopeans must, therefore, by the perpetrator. Who could that be

other than the Jew? Thus in September and October of 1348 began at

Chillon, Lake Geneva, the persecution and massacre of the Jews. With

and without torture confessions were obtained. Public meetings were

beld to devise means how to exterminate the Jews and thus they were

either burnt or forced out by sword, their money and property confiscated

and stolen. In Strassburg two thousand Jews were burnt alive in their

own cemnetery, in Mayence 12,000 are said to have been executed: there

and eisewbere the simultaneous entry of the Flaggelants gave rise to

greater slaughter. Humanity and restraint by Pope and Emperor were

insufficient to stem the tide, altbougb notables and secular and ecclesiastic

powers finally took the Jews under their own protection. The Jews

remained in public opinion poison mixers, conspirators through an

apparent overwhelming evidence. A most important historic document

in this respect is the communication of tbe Castellan of ChiUon to the

Mayor of the City of Strassburg, 1348, enclosing copy of the inquisition

and confession of several Jews, wbich gave an appearance of justice to

these executions. For example, Balaviguns, a Jewish physician, after

having been put on the rack, confessed that about ten weeks before the

Rabbi Jacob of Toledo sent him by a Jewish boy some poison in the

mummy (sheil) of an egg in form of a powder sewed in a tbin leatbern

pouch, commanding bim in an accompanying letter, on penalty of ex-

communication, to throw the poison into the larger and more frequented

wells of Thonon. This he did. The same boy, he stated, brought similar

messages to other Jews whomn be mentioned by name and residence.

He described the color of the poison as red and black. He believed this

poison to contaîn a portion of the basilisk, because he had heard and feit

assured that tbe above poison could not be prepared without it. Nine

similar confessions, generally obtained after, at least short torture, are

appended. Even Christians were suspected, arrested, quartered, flayed

and hanged.
Ali respect for truth, law and order, secular or divine, had perished.

No one would attend to bis duties. Responsibility vanisbed. Violent

fear of eitber disease or murderers or burglars controlled thougbt and

action. Even after the "large mortality" had subsided in severity,

recurrences, combined with continued warfare and pillaging and assoc-

iated witb natural disasters (famine, inundations, earthquakes, stormas)

prevented a rapid return to the normal and preserved terrible traditions

in the public mind.
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Into this period of physical and mental exhaustion faits the great
epidemic of "Dancing Mania."

The malady appeared first in those districts in which wretchedness
and want were most severely feit. Men, women and children were
debilitated, bowels and other abdominal organs out of order from hunger
and bad food.

It was in july, 1374, that the inhabitants of Aix-la-Chapelle were
wÎtnesses of the following spectacle: there appeared in streets an-d
public places men and women, their heads adorned with wreaths, who
formed circles, hand in hand, and without regard to anything else or any
bystanders, danced in wild delirium for hours until they fell exhausted
to the ground. They then groaned and suffered f rom abdominal pains
and tyinpanîtes. This was relieved by swathing. Clothes were tightýy
bound round their waists, or bystanders simply jumped and trampled
upon their abdomen. Delusions frequently followed and these generally
took a religious character. Convulsions also occurred. From Aix-la-
Chapelle the disease spread over the Netherlands and Belgiumn in various
modifications, being reported from Liege, Utrecht, Tongres and other
towns. But not only the participants were affected, but gradually the
whole population through the attention that was paid to the dancers,
Peculiar idiosyncrasies werc shown. Dancers exhibited a morbid dislike
to pointed shoes, red colours and weeping persons. An ordinance, there-
fore, was issued forbidding the making of any but square-toed shoes.
A few months later the disease broke out in Cologne and about 500
persons took part in it in Cologne, 1,100 in Metz. It extended from a
dancing mania to other wild enjoyments. Beggars, adventurers, vaga-
bonds joined and exploîted the movemnent for their livelihood and heIped
to spread the disease, unmarried women used it to satisfy their sexual
desires. The disease gradually extended. In 1418 it appeared in Strass-
burg in magnified and extended proportions accompanied by musicians
playing bagpipes; then slowly crept to Switzerland. Report bas it that
in Basle one woman kept on dancing for a month. Thus it went on,
appearing here and there, sometimes abating, sometimes increasing in
fury. In some instances persons danced themselves to the very last
breath or dashed their brains against wal-ls or rushed into rivers, ail of
themn raving and. fuming. A sudden shock, however, like falling over
benches or chairs would often stop the paroxysin; thus some were cured
or, after a rest, start anew or had periodic recurrences.

This epidemic, as it occurred from 1374 on, was flot an entirely
new phenomenon, but had been preceded by similar, if flot so widely
disserninated occurrences. They were ail more or less related to religious
fanaticism of one kind or another and religious superstitions. But the
great epideinic of 1374 seems to bave heen precipitated by curîous
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heathenish customs, which in manv Christian countries were preserved

and transferred, after introduction of Chrisitan religion ani holîdays, to

St. John's day. Bones, horns, other articles of refuse were heaped

together in a great conflagration, while persons danced around it, carried

the tiame in circuit or even sprang through the fire. The secrecy with

which these feasts were conducted in spite of pricstly interdiction lent a

particular excîtemnt and flavor to theni and these emotions were pro-

bably accentuated during the period of the plague. Thus also in the

first appearance in Aix-la-Chapelle the name of St. John appears to

have been referred to by the dancers. llecker believes therefore, that the

Festival of St. John, in 1374, brought to a crisis a long prepared psychîc

state, while cure for it was sought in appeals to St. Vitus who had

acquired a great reputation as a helper or apothecary to the physically

afflicted.
Similar custoins to those practised in connection with St. John's

holiday were retained by inost nations of Europe and Asia and it is

interesting that the dancing malady even made îits appearance in the

Christian part of Abyssinia where John was worshipped as its, saint.

Ail countries have suffcred more or less from similar strange dancing

disorders. [n Italy it assumed alarming proportions in the so-called

Tarantism. This made its appearance first in Apulia and then spread

over the whole of Italy, remaining epidernic for centuries. The first

account of it has been given by Perotti (1430 to 1480). It was univer-

sally put down as caused by a particular spider and, although super-

stition with regard to its effects had existed long ago, it was again the

physical and mental exhaustion by plague, erysipelas, leprosy, small

pox, etc., which prepared the ground for a general sympathetic epidemic,

through a morbid sensitiveness of the human mînd. A general con-

viction spread that music and dancing distributed the poison through the

body and expelled it through the skin. But if any poison rernained,

unusic would bring on renewed paroxysms. Thus regular feasts of Taran-

tula were established, the performances and crazy customns of which

have been accurately described by an eye witness, Matthioli. AIl sorts

of people and nationalities were affected by it, including Spaniards,

Albanians, Gypsies, Negroes, and even deaf people, who could not hear

the music, were, by sheer imitation of sight, infected. It continued to

the Seventeenth century and then gradually declined.
In Abyssinia also there occurs in the Tigre country a disease called

Tigretier. It consists of convulsive body movemnents, especially in

women, which are excited by musical instruments--trumpets-followed
by a wild dance, the performers being delighted while the music lasts,

discontent when it cesses. It is generally preceded by a period of

lingering body decline, poor nutrition and a stuttering speech. Catalepsy
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may follow.
As very closely related to the Dancing Mania stand those common,

fanatic public outbreaks which have persisted to, the present generation.

Generally of religious origin, they are sometimes based on other motives.

and made possible by a combination of strong abnormal environmental
influences which upset the balanced mental equiîibrium, and allow rule of

exaggerated emotions.
Only one or two shall here be mentioned on accounit of their general

importance and interest. In,1727 there died in Deacon Paris an opposer

of the Ultramontanists, after considerable discussion and division on the
papal bull "Unigenitus." In September, 1731, a rumor spread that

miracles occurred at his tomb. Individuals visîting it were seized with

spasms and convulsions, acted like persons possessed and showed dis-

turbed body and mental activities. An immense crowd from Paris went

out to see this wonderful spectacle, which the two divided camps of

ultramontanists and their opposers ascrîbed, the first, to Satanic, the

second, to Divine influences. It gave rise in women to the first cases of
"clairvoyance," which until then had not been known. One blîndfolded
womnan attracted especial attention by being able to read writings before

her and to distinguish the characters of unknown persons. The earth

f rom, the grave was supposed to exercise miraculous powers and was

distributed among the sick. From that day dates the following couplet:

"De par le Roi, defense a Dieu
De Fair miracle dans ce lieu."

It was prompted by an order of Louis XV. to close the cemetery.

The actions 6f the afflicted were most peculiar: Patients would

botund from the ground like fish, and women and girls, anticipating these

movemnents in fear of infection put on special gowns, made like sacks, in

order to prevent indecent exposures. Bystanders would beat them with

wooden clubs, mallets, stones, swords, but generally without much effect,
thousands of blows being sometimes inflîcted without effect on a person.

Eventually the disease degenerated further into true insanity and

idîocy. It lasted to the year 1790, and, like other spreading psychic

epidemnics, led to immoral practices and bewildering devotional exercises.

Even during the excitemnents of the revolution it persisted in secret
meetings.

Equally remarkable are the exhibitions of certain English and
American psychic disturbances which may be noted to the present day.

The sect of the Jumpers, founded in 1760, in the county of Cornwall,
by two fanatics, collected a cclnsiderable party. By use of meaningless
words they worked themselves into a state of frenzy and lost control of

ail reasoning. They then jumped with queer gestures until exhausted
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and, beginning with a few, there resulted by visual infection wild orgies
of whole assemblages.

Another, well known, example of psychic-infection is that of a Chapel
at Redruth in which, during divine service, a man suddenly cried out
' What shall 1 do to be saved? " He was followed by others, apparently
in much bodily pain. Soon hundreds of people were thrown into the sanie
state and the queer disorder advanced to the towns of Cambourne,
Heiston, Truro, Penryn and Falmouth. In every instance it was excited
by these words, was associated with bodily pains, terrible convulsions
and distortions and the afflicted cried out that they saw heli open to
receive themn. According to a moderate computation 4,000 people were,
within a short time, aifected by this complaint. A convulsive epidemic
disease passing into'catalepsy developing during public worship and
public amusements bas been recognized in the Shetland Islands for one
hundred years. Cold water speedily relieves the spasms.

In the United States, camp meetings, their consequences and
exploitations by adventurers are notorious and were especially in vogue
during the middle of the last century. The descriptions of Huckl eberry
Finn and the advantage which one of the two imposters in the story
took of the mental state of the attending crowd are not poetic exag-
gerations, but borne out by ample truthful evidence. The spreading
disorder of the mind is here. quite similar to that of ail other psychic:
epidemics. Children especially are apt to suifer lasting harm and often
retain weakened or perverse nervous systemrs through life.

One could multiply these and similar instances in ail human coin-
munities to the present day.

But there exist other types of psychic epidemics which do flot
depend upon severe motor and sensory impressions and which, on
account of a greater difficulty in fixing their physical expressions, are
flot s0 easily classified and recognized. I refer to epidemnics of abnormal.
exaggerated and fantastic, often absurd ideas merely through suggestion,

They also appear most prominent in times of, or following, great
mental excitement, deprivations of aIl kinds, war, famine, fear and social
disorder. They are most alw-ays objectivated upon something concrete,
soinetimes persons, sometimes non-living things. Adoration, love,
admiration for, or fear, hatred, despite against them, are expressed.
The importance and influence of such concrete objects is morbidly
exaggerated; they are either brought into causative relation to ail bodily
iîs and misfortunes from which a time suifers and a public hatred
for their annihilation or destruction is cultîvated; or, they are held to be
the only salvation of a deteriorating world for realization of ideals which
are proclaimed by meaningless catch words, or phrases.' All critique,
mental and moral restraint are lost and the public mind then resembles

2 In Goethe's wordls-
' Dean eben wo Begriffe fehien,"
"Da steilt ein Wort Zur rechten zeit sich ein."
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that of the Roman Emperors during the period of Caesarean Insanity.
Gross egotism rules; sympathy, feeling and tolerance of individual to

individual give way to a general condemnatory and even hateful attitude

to any one whose mentality shows better balance and restraint and
respect for the opinion and feeling of others.

Blindly the mînd collapses in morbid enthusiasm, before an imagin-
ary creation.

The history of the world is full of examples which demoinstrate that

the public mind is carried, especîally in periods of excitement, entirely by
suggestive force of sensual impressions and that enthusiastic infatuations
spread by processes of sympathy with ever-increasing f acility. In

normal times when a more or less stable environment surrounds the

people, these forces remain dormant in the mînd, but during periods of

stress, fear, jealousy, exhaustion, hunger, social unrest, etc., they lead to

motor actions and are responsible for those strange and degrading acts o!
social abuses, which are found in a long series of irresponsible human
performances, f rom senseless, inflaming oratory and absurd legisiation

to massacres and wild maniacal contortions, even self-destruction.
Their motive is removal or annihilation of the cause of the excite-

ment and emotions and they relieve the accumulated tension and energy
of the carriers through motor explosions.

And as the mental and moral eyes are blind to reason, reflection,

restraint, so they are blind to self-criticism and the craziest and most

disgusting selflsh acts are executed under the benevolent cloak of public

service, moral uplift and high ideals in a self-deceit and hypocrisy which,
in their mass action, outstrip the cruel and demoralizing activities of the

early Roman Emperors.
One word in conclusion: I n the preface to the English translation o!

Hecker's monograph on the Plague, Babington, in emphasizing the

importance of historic knowledge, expresses the belief that thousands

of lives of persecuted Jews and Christians might have been spared, if

at the time of the Plague it had been commonly known that the fairy

tale of poisoning by a national enemy has recurred since the time of

Tucydedes during ail great catastrophes. A noble sentiment But-

what a pity that it is not generally borne out by history itself. For

history teaches that a keen understanding of the defects and weaknesses
in another person and of another age is no safeguard or shield against
the power o! emotions which governs our own.
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A STtJDY 0F 5,600 CASES PASSING THROUGH THE PSY-

CHIATRIC CLINIC 0F THE TORONTO GENERAL

HOSPITAL. A SPECIAL, STUDY OF 188 CLINTU

CASES-ALS() A SURVEY 0F 767 CASES

0F ILLEGITIMACY

D3Y C. K. C'LARKE, M.I>.AS a rule many of those who become enthusaistic about social
service matters find themselves dealing with generalities un-

JLJLsuppiortedl by facts, and frequently arrive at conclusions flot
justiiedl byv eýxper'ieceI(.

11n the past wu hiave had to draw on other countries for many of the
figures on which to base theories, but since the advent of the Canadian
National Committee for Mental Hygiene, advantage lias been taken of
the facilities offered by the Toronto General Hlospital Psychiatrie Ciinic
and its Social Service Department to coiiect accurate statistics.

Theoreticaily the statisties from the United States shouid parallel
those of Canada, but a careful study of conditions and populations shows
marked differences, as immigration lias played sucli an important part
in some Provinces, whiie it lias flot been a factor in others. Since the
Psychiatric Clinic was estabiished a few years ago something over six
thousand cases have been investigated. Information in regard to, ail is
not available, but fifty six hundred have been carefuiiy classified. 0f the
5600, 3274 were maies and 2326 females. They came froni different
sources sucli as the Juveniie Court, Schools, Public Heaith Department,
Societies of various kinds, Social Agencies, etc., but before the establish-
ment of a psychiatrie department in connection with the juvenile Court
the great majority were, so caiied, definquents.

What does a careful study of these figures reveal? Surely the first
thouglit to strike the careful student is the fact that prevention lias flot
received the consideration it deserved.

PROSTITUTION

To begin with prostitution. Unfortunateiy the figures oniy tell a
part of the story, as the maie offender lias flot been studied and classified,
for obvions reasons. In the first place what were these prostitutes?

A great majority of themn were of school age when first becoming ima-
moral, and were de-fectve-some were insane. At aIl events, under a prop-
er system of school inspection their defects could have been detec-ted,and
an intelligent fine of care and treatment mapped out. What suffering
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and vice would have been obviated by a rational direction of the indivd-
ual at a period when treatment was possible! Unfortunately much of
our social service begins at the wrong moment and aims only at cure
after the damage is done. Prevention should be the slogan of ail social
service workers.

When describing these girls as defective, possîbly this point should
be clearly stated. Ordinarily the term mental defective is applied to
those who measure low in the scale of intelligence, and do not reach a
mental age of twelve, although their chronological age is much greater.

Under this heading may be grouped the majority of the prostitutes
examined, although others showed their defect more particularly in
want of ability to realize their social obligations, and exhibited defects
in character that were sufficîently clear to the investigators.

Take the girls, for example, who could do the Binet Simon tests up to
twelve or thirteen, but whose failure even under advantageous circum-
stances, to recognize the most obvious moral obligations, clearly showed
the defect in their organizations. The class called High Grade Morons
are the most amiable and difficult form of aIl the défectives to, manage,
and possibly the greatest menace to the community, as they are so often
attractive in appearance, and plausible, to the ordinary observer. The
sentimentalist always objects to any methods devised to control these
weaklings, the experienced social worker knows that until such individ-
uals are placed under constant supervision they will provide an endless
chain of vice and criminality and will fôrmn the distributing centres of
venereal disease. A perüsal of clinic histories makes this plain.

Here are a few typical histories taken almost at randomn and without
attempt to specialize on spectacular cases. They might be described as
"run of mine" types.

CASEI

jennie J. Age 19. Scotch. Single. Left' school when
between 15 and 16, but failed to pass the entrance. Jennie is attract-
ive in appearance, of pleasing manner, but does flot show the faintest
evidences of possessing a sense of moral responsibility. To the ordinary
observer nothing unusual would be noticeable; the trained investigator
would soon discover her defects, mental and moral, and the Binet-Simon
tests showed that her mental age was less than twelve.

She firat worked in a biscuit factory, where she found the girls of
pretty loose type, and at once commenced a life of immorality and pros-
titution. Like many of her class she earned small wages, did the simplest
kind of work, and went f rom factory to factory with persistent regularity.

She was in a knitting mill, a doIt factory, a pickle factory, in a
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laundry, and many other places.
Was arrested for stealing and " sent down" for ninety days. While on

the farma says she learned more of immorality than she ever knew before

and it is cvident f rom her statements and language that there was littie

about vice she did flot pick Up . Says she went with great regularity

to ail the dance halls, which, she states, are dens of iniquity. Thinks

what she learned in dance halls was even worse than what she acquired at

the Farîn.
is a typical high grade moron. Has had syphilis for ayear and ahalf.

Duri ng her whole conversation was chewing gum, and did flot show

the slightest hesitation in telling her story. This girl's good looks make

it difficuit to save her froîn herseif, and society froîn her evil influence
as a distributor of venereal disease.

CASE 2

Maria P., 18, Can. Reached the Jr. 111 at sehool. Has

been employed at many factories, etc., but neyer remained for any length

of time in any one position. Became immoral at an early age, generally

selecting foreigners, such as Greeks, Chinese, etc. as ber companions,

and lived a life of prostitution. Ran away f rom home f romn time to time

going to such American cities as Rochester, Syracuse, etc. Her word is

flot to be depended on and her relatives are never certain of the truthful-

ness of any stateinent she makes. Has became careless about her dress.
Acquired syphilis in due course, and also became pregnant. Without

knowing anything about a man she picked up , married him at a xnoment's
notice. This man was neot the (ather of the coming child, and is a notor-
ious crirminal.

The girl bas some appearance of mental brightness, but a brief
examination shows that her knowledge of even every day affairs is super-
ficial. Could not tell the name of the Lake at Toronto, althougb she has
lived here ail her life. Thought Toronto had 30,000 inhabitants. Did
not know the namne of the Premnier of the Federal Government, in fact
neyer heard of such a position. Said she would like tobJave the opport-
unity to shoot her busband, nothing would give her greater pleasure.

Just why she had this feeling, she could not state.
This girl's mental age is nine, and she is, of course, a menace to the

wbole community.

CASE 3

Alice W. Age 20. Eng. Dehicate unti 10. Was so slow at school that

she had only reached the Sr. 2nd at 14.
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Her industrial career has been a varied one and she bas been in many
factories, packing chocolates, biscuits, etc. Gives a record of six factories
in about the same number of montbs. Says she was always fired because
she was so slow.

Had sexual relations regularly witb her father when she was eleven,
-and afterwarcl continued ber immoral career with others.,

Has littie knowledge of tbings ingeneral. Doesnot know thenumber
of days in a year. Says an island is a body of water surrounded by land.

Laughed and giggled a great deal during the examination and
,enjoyed the experience.

Her mental age is less than fine.

CASE 4

Peggy Q. Age 22. Irish. Has been in Canada 15 years.
Three years in Higb Scbool wbere sbe took a commercial course.
Her occupations bave been varied,and sbe bas at different times

been a telephone operator, clerk in a factory, waitress in botels etc.,
ber good looks and brigbt manner enabling ber to obtain employment
easily. Claims tbat sbe married wben nîneteen and lived with ber
busband but a few weeks. Became a mother but the baby died from some
mysterious trouble, probably syphilis. During ber brief married ex-
perience she met a "sporty gentleman" with wbom she was frequentlv
immoral, often spending week ends with him at botels in different parts
of Canada. Becamre pregnant in due course and when the baby was born
it was found that both she and the cbild bad syphilis. Her immoralities
bave been many, and while it is true that she can pass the intelligence
(Binet Simon) tests up to twelve years, ber defects in other directions
-are obvious. She frankly says she was simply "out for a good time" and
had it. She bas no feeling of sbame, no worry about ber condition, no
anxiey as to wbat is to becomne of ber and the cbild.

Sbe bas no mnoney and is without plans for the future, no doubt real-
izing tbat as long as ber good looks last sbe will not want for money.

Her emotional nature is of the sballowest description, and ber character
defects are so obvious that sbe must be classed as a moral defective.

Sucb a woman is a menace to society, as she is the type of prostitute so
dangerous from tbe standpoint of tbe spread of venereal disease. Legally
it is impossible to do anytbing to help ber or society beyond curing ber
of syphilis.
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NATIONALITY

The question of nationality is an exceedingly important one as
theoretically, of course, in dealing with a number of people whose average
is under twenty, the inference is that Canadians would predominate,
and would constîtute at least seventy-five per cent o>f the total. It is
somewhat'surprising then to realize that they f>nly make up 43.8%/, the
British born alone amounting to more than 23%7, other nationalities con-
tributing the remainder. Such facts as these are startling and cannot be
ignored by those who have the future of Canada at heart. The obvious
lesson is that supervision of immigration was not as careful in the past
as it might have been.

It is truc that at present the methods of inspection at Canadian
ports are infinitely better than they were, and since the advent of the
Federal Board of Health there bas bc-en an intelligent effort made to scru-
tinize the mentality of those arriving, but the difficulties are great and
the cost of sucb inspection is necessarilv h igh. When it is realized though
that practically every failure costs the country a large sum of money, it
llc-comes apparent that the cheapest plan is toprovideadequate inspection.

Every one admits that we must have immigration on a large scale,but
it is absolutely essential that this immigration must be of the right
type. It is a simple matter to show the price we pay for inspection.

Here is a case which illustrates our point. Maggie C., a young
womnan of thirty, came to Canada twenty-five years ago. Her history was,
that she could flot learn anything at school, could flot read, and was flot
able to write ber name. H ad a pleasing manner though, and like many
defectives had some manual dexterîty, learning to, sew very well.

She began to drink gin and Scotch wbiskey at an early age and fol-
lowed a life of prostitution, finally giving birth to a child. She developed
an acute form of dementia praecox, and as she said, passed through every
gaol in London as a result of her many escapades. Eventually was con-
fined in a homne for înehriates wbere she gave little trouble. The "Lady
Superior" said that a colony was the pilace for Maggie, as there she
would get the benefit of new associations and surroundings, so the popr
girl was deliberately sbipped to Canada, and a place found for ber as a
domestic. At the end of the month she received ber wages which she
spent on wbiskey and gin, and was at once confined in the gaol, where her
mental condition was recognized and she was sent to an asylun where she
bas remained ever since. In other words, at the end of a xnonth's resi-
dence inCanada Maggîe became a public charge. Figuring ber maintenance
at $3 50, per annum, a modest estimate, she has already cost the Province
of Ontario $8750, and if interest were compounded and overhead charges
compiled, it is readily seen why such people are not a profitable investment.
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This is only the material side of the question though, and if one

thi nks of the hundreds of such cases which niight be referred to and the

cost calculated the resuit would be a staggeriiig blow to those who say

"pump the population in" no mnatter what the individuals. are like.

Another aspect though must be considered. The insane person

generally gravitates to an asylum and ceases to be a problemn except for

maintenance; flot so the mental defective of high type who is a curse to

himself and the whole community.

The Provinces have had to taire what they received, and while it is

true the deportatiofi act helped to lesson some of the evils, a brief glance

at statistics compiled in the West during recent visits shows that al

of the Western Provinces are carrying burdens to, which they are flot

entitled.,
There is ittie difficulty in weeding out the low grade defectives,

and the obviously insane, but the problem of the high- grade defectives,

scientifically called morons, is by no means a simple one, as these people

so frequently grade up intellectually to the twelve year old scale, an .d

are not easily detected except by those who, are familiar and experienced

in psychiatric and psychological methods. These are the immigrants

who are the greatest menace of all to the zommunity as they are so

frequently anti- social in their inclinations and invariably select -mental

weaklings of their own class as partners ,thus perpetuating the race of

defectives. A careful study of conditions, in Manitoba made it abundant-

ly clear that-this Province has among its recently acquired immigrants an

alarining number of persons of the moron type, and the cost to the Prov-

vince is aseriousimatter. From this class are derîved petty criminals of

all kinds, prostitues in large numbers, and persons who are constantly

keeping themnselves and those who have to associate with themn, in hot

water. To illustrate the point, we were called on to examine thirty-

three girls, under teinporary detention. Practically ail were unmarried

mothers; many of them had followed prostitution as an occupation, a

large proportion were morons, whose mental defects would escape obser-

vation under any but the most rigid system of exainination supplemented

by a careful study of their life histories. These morons were in many in-~

stances of attractive appearance, glib in tlieir answers and as nearly al

of their class, amiable and easily mnanaged under proper supervision.

An investigZation of their careers revealed the fact that they had been

hopeless in their behaviour since early childhood, their lives had been

wayward and ufimoral, and their conception of riglit and wrong was

conclusive evidenxce of their inability to conformi to the ordinary demnands

of decency. Nearly ail had been inriates of Industrial Schools, andi had

been littie or no trouble while under supervision, but the moment they

were set at liberty, reverted to their former habits and became centres for
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the propagation of venereal disease and illegitimacy. In this class too,

are to be found many of the people who commit the most serious of
criminal acts, including murder.

Ail social workers are agreed that in connection with immigration
the detection of the moron is of the greatest importance as he has the
ability to do so m-uch injury in the way of developing vice and criminality.

When the figures concerning illegitimacy are scrutînized it is at once
obvious that the defective immigrant has played a most important role
in adding to the burdens of a new nation. A study of 767 mothers of
illegitimate children was made by the Medical Director of the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene, and as these mothers were in nearly
every instance residents of Toronto it becamne interesting to know what
their nationalities were.

As far as can be ascertained 91.18%/ of the population of Toronto
are British born, including Canadians, 61.71% were born in Canada, the
others coming under the headings, English, Scotch, Irish, Welsh; in
other words the Canadian born are almost double the number of British,
and yet only 45% of the 767 mothers of illegitiimate children were
Canadians and 44.7% British. These figures are startling and yet tell
their own story especially when it is discovered that more than 7% of
these unfortunate girls were imported by child immigration societies.
It is useless, to attempt to dodge the facts, and when we realize that
68% of these mothers were abnormal mentally the necessity of the
most rîgid methods of inspection is at once apparent. These figures will
be read with some doubt by those who have not corne in contact with
the problemn in a practical way, but as a matter of fact they understate
rather than exaggerate the actual conditions. The mental examinations
of these girls were most carefully made, and wherever 'possible a full
social history obtained, knowing that the conclusions would be questioned
by those whose knowledge of the conditions surrounding illegitîmacy is
to a great extent theoretical.

ILLEGITIMÂCY

A special study of 767 cases of mothers of illçgitimate children was
made between the years 1914 and 1920. The figures tell an interesting
and instructive story and f urnish invaluable data concerning a question,
the importance of which is flot always clearly understood, even by social
workers. It may be said that war conditions made the proportion of
domestics higher than might have been the case under other circum-
stances. During the war people requiring help accepted servants of
low mentality rather than go without, and were flot quite so particular
regarding the moral standing of those they engaged as they were prior to
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1914. Possibly this was a factor entering into the question, yet the same
arguments held good for years previous to this. It merely shows that
some kinds of labour have ceased to be attractive to the bright and
efficient types of workers.

Possibly the day of the dornestic drudge has passed, and we have now
reached a period of readjustment requiring so-me action on the part of the
employer and employee. When it is remembered that the great majority
of the domestics examined were mental defectives it is flot difficuit to,
understand the reasons why they fell such easy victims and suffered so
regularly. It was surprising to learn what high wages some of the lowest
of the mental weaklings were receiving, the inference being that the
reaction against household drudgery involves a great many of the heads
of households who are willing to pay high rates for any kind of help.

The 767 mothers added no less than 917 children to the population,
and it goes without saying that many of this number will be defectives,
again increasing the tribulations of an already overbuirdened coin-
munity.

Mental defect and illegitimacy go hand in hand no matter what may
l)e said to, the contrary, and the f act that 68%1 of those examined were
abnormal should convince the most critic-al of the truth of the contention.
Theorists maintain that these figures are toc, high, but it may be asserted
most positively that if they err it is on the side of understating rather than
exaggerating the facts. It is even asserted that the normal types fight
shy of institutions and suifer in silence, but our experience does not enable
us to accept such a theory without hesitation.

OCCUPATION

As wiIl be readily understood the great majority of the cases coming
to, the Clinic were of school age, but of those who were employed it iS
significant that no less than 366 were factory operators. The question
of occupation was not as carefully gone into as it might have been until a
recent date, hence the percentage is much lower than would have been
the case had a more deliberate study been made. That this is true is
proved when à scrutiny of the figures f rom February lst, 1921, to April
22nd, 1921, is made. During that time the factory workers numbered
.52, or more than 27% of the whole, and the domestics 21, almost 9%.
The individuals were females, and as the number of females was 117,
the percentage furnished by the factory workers was 44%, and the
domestics; almost 18%/.

What our experience has taught us, is, that no more fertile field for
investigation exists than that furnished by factory workers of certain
types, where small wages and simple occupations go hand ini hand.
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As may easily be understood from what has been said in other sections
of this Bulletin îmmoralîty is rife in such centres. The explanation is
flot the one ordinarily offered, viz., that the Iow wages paid are the cause
of the immorality, the truth being that the mental capacity of the wage
earners precludes them (rom receiving more than they are paid. It is
one of the econoici problems flot clearly understood by those flot in
possession of the facts. In a sense it is well that these weaklings can earn
something, but it is also apparent that they should be under the most
rigid and careful supervision, and that social service should recognize
that here prevention has a true place. The facts supplied by the in-
vestigations in the clinic make it evident that intelligent effort in the
line of prevention is desirable, and a careful survey of factories of the
kind mentioned would reveal a state of affairs that wiIl make plain
certain truths already well known in the clinic.

What has been done in the pastiîs simply to theorize, to criticize the
employers who pay small wages for inefficient help, and to attribute im-
rnorality to causes which play but a little part in the (ailure of the mental
weaklings. What social service must do is to accept the facts off ered themn
to co-operate with theemployers in bringing about the necessary changes
and to aim at preventing the tragedies which may easily be forestalled by
intelligent action. Incidentally it may be said that the spread of venereal
diseases may be greatly curtailed by a proper supervision of these factories
as the operators furnish a large proportion>of the " joy riders " and " night
hawks " who infest -the country roads and streets after dark.

Occuî'ATIONAu WANDERERS.

As was to, be expected the Occupational Wanderers were many, but
the statistics concerning these are by no means complete as it is only re-
cently much attention has been paid to a phase of what will prove an
interesting study. This group comprises of course the failures in industry
who wander from pillai: to post, faiding everywhere through inefficiency,
resulting either from low mentality or mental disease. No less than 30
44occupational wanderers " were found in the 188 cases studied recently.

This' question of "occupational wanderers" will receive careful
scrutiny in the future, and wiIl prove of value to, the student of industrial
conditions etc.

WHAT TuE FiGuREs TE-ACH
From the statistics it is possible to arrive at soine conclusions re-

garding the possibilities of prevention and to point out the duty of those
workers who are endeavouring to grapple with the young problemns re-
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quiring attention. It is only toc, evident that prevention is the last rather
than the first thing thought of by the average man. He is only interested
in knowing what to do with the delinquent, for example, when he has
committed his offence. It does flot occur to him that the rational plan
would be to so guard and direct and educate, the mental weakling when
found, that he will flot fait by the wayside. It is difficuit to upset the
traditions of centuries but such facts as those presented must have their
effect on the reflectivémind.

An immense amount of lime and study were devoted to geting the
statistics together, but they will prove invaluable as a nucleus and will
no doubt inspire true social reformers'to greater efforts.

Appended are the figures in connection wîth the survey.

ILLEGITIMACY

Total nurnber having illegitimate children.. ........................... 767
Canadians ................................. >..........45.4%
British ..................................... 44. 7%;0
Others.. . ....... 9.004

Of these, 692 are single; 75 are married.

Q4and under... ... «.. 5
___... ... ... ... ........ 30

a&Q-30.......................... ». ................ 8

b6 and over.........................................73

OCCUPATIONS
Doinestice ................................. .373-48.6%
Factory........... ......... ................... ...... .152-19.6%
Waitress............................ »......... ..49-6.3%
Telephone operators.............. ............. ....... 14-
Shop girls............................ .................. 43- 5.6%
Stenographers.........................ý>............._14-
At home........................- ý...... .......... 43- 5,6%
Dressmakers. ....... .................. ....... .............. il-
Others.. ............................... ....... s. 6-

ILLEITMACY
With 1 illegitimate child.............................652
With 2 illegîitmnate cbildren .......................... 84
With 3 illegitimate cchildrn ................................. 28
With 4 illegitimate children .... ........................ 2
With 5 illegitimate children ......................... ............ 1

Total nuniber of illegitîmate children......................... .... 917

VENEREAL DISEASE

Syphi.is.64

DIAGNOmsS
Mental Defective...............................444
Damentia Praecox...............................16
Normal .......... ........................................ 5
Dui Normal .............................. 8
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Borderline . . . . - . . ... . . . . . . . . .. 1
Not examined .......... .. ........... 244

68%/ of those examined proved abnorrnal mentally.
7.1%/ of the unmarried mothers were îmported b>' chîid immigration societies

STATISTICS FROM PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC-FEBRUARV 1sT, 1921 TO
APRIL 22ND, 1921 (1 TO 188)

Number of cases examined.. .............. .-................... 188

SEx
Male................................... «..................71
Female......................................117

SOCIALI STATE
Single. ...... ........... ... ....................... ...... .... 152
Married. . .. . . . . ....... . . ..'**''''*,*'>'',33

AGEs

1-..«... >.............................. .... ................

10-105................................. ................ 9
20-30 ....... .......... «.....« ...... ....... -.............. 44
20-30.. ý........................................41

NATIONALITY i
Canadian........................> ý......................110

Rugsha. ..... ..... ........ .. . .. 7

Scrih............................ ...... ................
SA.........................................

Austian..........................................2

West Indes........... ................ ....................... 2
Newfoundland. .................... .............. .................

NA&TtoNALITY OF FOREIGN BORN PARENTs HAVING CANADIAN CHILDREN.
FATHER

Irish......................................4
English... ........ .................... 9
Rusia.....-............................................
'Scotch................................2
Gernaii........ ................. ...............
D utch. .i. . . . . . . . . . . .

MOTIEuR
Scotch......................................3
,French .....................................

Englsh. ... ... ... ... il1l slssj ......:5 ssssss 6
Russian ......................................
German ....... ................................ ............. 1

OCCUPATION
Domestic ............ ......................... 21
Factory. . ........ ...... ....... ............. .>...ý.. ........... 52
Waitresa.... ý....... >...................................4
Clerk .......... 1.................... ... ....... ........... 6
Milliner.... .............................................. 
Tailor-. ........................... ...... ...... ............. i1
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Porter................................ ....... ........... 1
Carpenter..... . -... ............ .... ........................ 1
Labourer ....................................... ........... 3
Stenographer........................... ..............
Artist ................ ............. ..................
Contractor ....... ........... ....... ......... .............
Mechanic............................ .......... ....... ...... 1
Dancer. . ......................................... .......... 1
Hairdresser...................... ........... .................. i
Telephone Operator. . . . . . ,.............-... ..... ...............
Engineer. ..... -.... ................................ ...... i

OCCUPATIONAL WANDERERS ....-..................-............... 30

FAiLuxEs IN INDUSTRY................................... ....... 34

SOCIAL HisTORY
Immoral................. .................... .............. 59
Prostitute........ .............................. ... .... ...... 37
Syphilis ... ................... ý«.................-......16
G. C... ...... ........... .............................. 6

.ILLEGITIMACY
With 1 illegitimate child...............................2
With 2 illegitimate children... ................................. 8
With 3 illegitimate children ...... «.............................. 2

Sent by child immigration societies. .................. .........

DiAGNosis
Mental Defectives........................ ..... ........ ......... 101
Mongolian .......... ......... ...... >.........
Borderline....... ...... ................- >............
Mental Deficiency plus Dementia Praecox ............... -.......... 2

Dementia Praecox ............................. ......... ... 30
Psychopathie. ...................................... 5
1 nvolutional Melancholia. ...... ý................................5
Cerebral Syphilis ................................. .............. 1
Manie Depressive Insanity .................................... 3
Senile Dementia... ....... ........................... --............... 2
General Paresis. ............ «...........>.........................3

Normal. . .......... ».............................................10
Deferred ...... ..... «.................. ................. >...........2
Precocious ......... ................... ....... ý...............

RE.COMMENDATioNs

Recommended for institutions.......................33
Recommended for deportation.. ............................... 12
Special Clasa ....................................... 3

STATISTICS FROM PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC, APRIL, 1914, TO APRIL 22»i, 1921

Total number of cases examnined. ............................. 56MW

SEX
Male. ....-............................ ............... .3274-58.4
Female ................ ............................... 2326-41.0 5
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SOCIAL. STATE
Maruied........................... ............ ......... 562 .%
Single...................... ....................... 3962-71.

AGns
1-5...........................................212- 3.7%

&-o..... ... ............................-........... 815-14.57
1-5....................................1781*

15-20...........................................6912 5 f
20-30............................... ........... ...... 810-14
3O up......................................................854-15.

SOCIAL HISTORY
Immoral ...... ................ ........................... 928-398
Prostîtute ...... ....... ýý»........................ 693-29.
Syphilis.........ý ý...................-....... ................
(;. c........... ......... ...... ...... 112-

ILLEGITIMACY

With 1 îllegitîmate child. .................................. 213- 9.1%
With 2 illegitimate children............. ............... 88-- 3.7%
With 3 illegitimate children.............................1-- 81%
With 4 îllegitîmate children................ .............. 2-

NATIONALITIES

English................... .......................... 997-17.8%

Iarish........ ......... ............................. 110-439

Italian ........ ............. ............................. 84-
Danish.................. -ý.......... ... »............... 2-
Scotch........................ ........... -...... 206- 3.6%
Austrian............... ................. -.................... 31-
Russian............... ........ ................. 261_ 4.6 %

USA.................................... ........ 161- 2,8 %
Greek .................... ,..............................7-

Bermuda.............................. .......... 2-
West Indies. ............ ........... ................ 13-
Roumaia ....... ..................... .............. 1
Welsh. ... ý-......................... ...... ............. 17-

GrA.................».-.... ........................... 1

NorwEgia... ............... -..........................
Austran ................. .....................-

Newfoundland*.'.............................13-
French..... ...... ý.... ................................ 6-
South African. ..... .......................... 4-
Dutcb... ................... .......... ............. 2-
Phillipines ...... ............................. ......... ... 1-
Macedonian. . ............................... ...... 2-
Maltese ........... ........-.......................... 2-
Siarnese ............ «.....................- ý.............
Spaniard.......... ............ ... >.... ............. ...... 2-
Swede...........................................1

jam " n .. ... ..- . .. ... ... . ... . ... . .. ..
Hngartan.. ..ýý..... ..... ..................... 1

Serbian......... ...................... ................. 2+-
Belgian.... ...... ................... ....... ............ -
Chinese............ -....... .... >....................2
India.......... ........... ............................ 1-
New Zealand.............................. ........-

0 OCCUPATIONS

Domestic.. ............... .................... 113-
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Factory.................................... 366-
Waitress..................................... -
Clerk............. ........... ................
Milliner.........................................-
Taîlor..................-..........»................1
Porter.............................. .......... -
Carpenter ....... ............... ......................... 1
Labourer. ... ....................... .............. ...... -
Stenographers.. .............................-
Artîst........ý..... «............ ý.................1
Contractor................... ....................... .-
Mechanic............... ................ 1
Dancer................ ......................... 2-
Hairdresser. . ...... >...........«.. ý....... ý-.... ... ........ 1-
Telephone Operator.,. ................................... 6-
Engineer ........... .................. ...... ............. -
Teacher ... ........ ........ »....... ...........-
Actrea ... ...................... ...... ..... »1-

Nurse............................... ........ ...... 3-
Soldiers............................... ......... 357-

DiAGNOSIS
Mental Defectives. ...................... 2948--52.6%
Mental Deficiency plus Demen*atia P c............43-- .76%/
Borderline. ... ý..................................... 49-- .87%
Backward......................... ....... 63-- 1.12%7
Mongolian . ý. . ...................-.................. 18- .32%>
Dementia Praecox.......... ............................. 686-12.2 %l
Ma nie Depressive........... .......... .............. 3-
Senile Dementia.............. .......... ........ ........ 4r-
Neurasthenia ..... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. 7
H ysteria..ýý. . . .. . . . . . . . - 1

Achoic Insanity, ......... .......... 30-
Exhaustin P cho. .... ......a

Involutional MIchla..... ............ ...... 19--
Toxic Insanity... ...... ........... 1................... ,.. .2--
Traumatic Insanity........................ 5
Psychopathie......................... ....... ....... 64-
Hypochondriac.. .. ý.... .... ........ ....... >»................. 4-
Cerebral Syphilis ...... «..... ........................... 1
General Paresîs............ ................ ... >,,,..«.....60ý-
Drug Habitue....-............. ....... .......... 1
Ejpilepsy... ý..... ...... -... «.................. .......... 64-

c h rr .. - ý .. .. .. .. .. . .. » .. ýý.. .. .. . .. .. .. - -
Cretin .... ..... ............ ....... 1-
Normal.. ............... »ý......................... ....... 1023-
Precocious.......... ........ ... .... ........ ..... ...... 1-
Duil Normal..................... ..................... 4-

Wanderers in occupation.. .......... ,..... 128
Sent through child imigration societies ...... 9...8«..o



STATF. HOSPITAL-STRuGrGLE AGAINST SYPHILIS

WHAT CAN A STATE HOSPITAL DO TO HELP IN THE

STRUGGLE AGAINST SYPHILIS?

BY AARON J. ROSANOFF, M.D.

King's Park State Hlospitl, King's Park, N. Y.

1. INTRODUCToRy REMARICs

During the fiscal year ending june 30, 1920, there were 642 first
admissions to this hospital. 0f these 90, or 14%, were cases of cerebral
syphillis or general paralysis, i.e., cases due directly to syphilitic in-
fection.

This hospital draws f rom a population district which is partly urban
and partly rural, contains native and foreign elements, white and colored,
and may be considered a typical American district. The part played by
syphilis as an etiological factor, as shown by these figures, may also be
considered typical for the entire country. A state hospita, therefore, is
forced Io take an active part in the struggle againts syphilis.

Recently this hospital bas perfected its organization for that pur-
pose; the matter bas been given considerable thought; and the object
of this communication is to give a description of our organization for the
consideration of those who may be planning to undertake similar activi-
ties.

Our work presents two phases: intramural and extramural.

2. INTPRÂmuRAL AcTIvITIEs

The cases of syphilis which are met wîth amaong state hospital
admissions may be classified as follows:

latent.
Systemic syphilis

active.

mesohlastic (" cerebral syphilis").
Neurosyphilis ...

parenchymatous ("general paralysis").
As regards latent systemic syphilis, the main point is that it can be

brought to light only by means of routine Wassermann tests practised
in aIl cases admitted to the hospital. There is, as a rule, no etiological
connection between the syphilis and the mental disorder in such cases.
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However, they receive antisyphilitic treatment on general principles,
and, in event of parole, provision is made for continuance of such treat-
ment extramurally.

As regards active systemic syphilis, it need hardly be said that they
too receive prompt, vigorous and persevering treatment, although in
such cases too there is no etiological connection between the syphilis
and the mental disorder.

Turning now toneurosyphilis, and confining our attention for the
moment to cases of mesoblastic invasion, we find, as the most significant
of recently discovered facts, that (1) such invasion occurs in a hîgh
percentage of cases early in the course of the infection, namely, in the
primary and secondary stages, and (2) it may exist without giving rise
to nervous or mental symptoms, or may manifest itself by slight, vague,
or transient symptoms, so that there is danger of its being overlooked.

The practical bearing of these facts is that ail cases of systemic
syphilis, latent or active, should be, at some time in the course of their
treatment, investigated by lumbar puncture, in order to dispose of the
question of possible invasion of the central nervous system; and that no
case of syphilis can be discharged as cured until not only the clinical
and blood serum findings have been rendered persistently negative, but
also the spinal fluid findings.

We now come to the consideration of nteurosyphilis caused by
parenchymatous invasion, iLe., general paralysis. In this connection the
question is perhaps to be formulated as follows: Considering aIl past
experience, which is discouraging, should such cases receive anti-syphilitic
treatment at ail? [n my opinion the answer must be in the affirmative,
mainly for the following reasons:

(1) [t may now be considered as in the highest degree probable that
aIl cases of neprosyphilis are, 'in the begînning, cases of mesoblastic
invasion. Parenchymatous invasion is a later event, and there is no
way of knowing the exact time of its taking place. 'Early in the course
of neurosyphilis it is impossible to differentiate in aIl cases with entire
certainty between mesoblastic and parenchymatous invasion either by
means of clinical or serological findings. Even apparently advanced
cases with manifestations seemiîngly pointing to mental deterioration
may be cured by anti-syphilitic treatment, thus provîng, in the end,
to be cases flot of parenchymatous but of mesoblastic invasion, in which
temporary confusion was, in the mental examination, indistinguishable
from established deterioration. Treatment is, accordingly, îndicated,
partly as a further aid in differential diagnosis, but mainly to give the
patient the benefit of any existing doubt.

(2), Just as aIl cases of neurosyphilis are in the beginning cases of
mesoblastic invasion, so aIl those known to us as, parenchymnatous if-
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vasion are not such pure and simple, but are cases of parenchymatous
invasion plus an adinixture of an unknown amount of mesoblastic

invasion as well. In a given case it is flot possible to determine cither

by clinical or serological exaînination how great a part of the symTptoîn-

complex is attributable to the parenchymatous invasion and how great a

part to the mesoblastic invasion.

It is a characteristic: fcature of mesoblastic invasion to show extreines

of variation in clinical manifestations in different cases: also, froîn time

to time, in the samne case. Remissions in general paralysis, whether

occurring spontaneously or following anti-syphilitic treatînent, are

probably attributable to abatement in intcnsity of that part of the

pathological proce-ss which is dependent on mesoblastic invasion. This

is borne out by the experience of ail those who have attemptcd anti-

syphilitic treatment in general paralysis; such experience having uni-

forrnly shown that remissions in general paralysis are far more frequent

in treated than in untreated cases.

It may, therefore, be judged that, contrary to the view generally

held but a few years ago, cases even of und'oubted parenchymatous

invasion can be benefited by antisyphilitic treatînent, although we must

stili consider a cure to be entirely out of the question. Moreover, there

is no way of knowing in a given case the amount of benefit to be ex-

pected, except by an actual test or treatment.

Accordingly, every case admitted, to this hospital and diagnosed

general paralysis receives, like other cases of syphilis, at least one course

of antisyphilitic treatînent.

3. EXTRAMuRAýL AcTIvITIES

These are carried out by a member of our Social Service Depart-

ment, under the direction of a medical officer, and in connection with Our

Out-Patient Clinic.

The object is to induce the immediate relatives (wives or husbands

and children) of syphilitic patients in the hospital to cal1 at our Out-

Patient Clinic for the purpose of having blood specimens taken for the

Wassermann reaction. In cases of positive reaction free treatinent is

given. When indicated, lumbar puncture is perfonned in the patient's

home.

The social worker, in calling on patients' relatives, is armed with the

following letter f romn the hospital.
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Dear Sir or Madam:
The Social Service De rtment of this hospital has recently undertaken activities

for the prevention of syphîiîc dîsease of the nervous system.
This and other sixailar institutions admit. annually hundreds of patients suffering

from mental diseas arising from syphilitic infection acquired many years prior to
admission, Many persons acquire such infection innocently, many others inherit it
front the parents and are bora with it. Wvýhether acquired or inherited, such infection
may exist without producing noticeable or marked symptoms and wîthout the patient,
therefore, beîng cognizant of it.

Early and thorough treatment of syphilitic infection can prevent the development
of nervous and mental complications which eventually arise in a large percentage of
untreated cases. Once such complications have arisen, the -chance ut cure is greatly
reduced, and many cases rua a progressive course towards a fatal termination in spite
of ail treatment.

Amon§g the immediate relatives ut patients suffering from general paralysis (sotten.
ing of the bain), cerebral syphilis, and other syphilitic'diseases of the nervous systemn
there are agood many casesoutsyphilis withotnoticeable symptoms. In order to bring
sucb cases to light and to plc ýtemr under p3roper treatment it is advisable for ail the
near relatives ut such patients, viz., wives, husbands, and children, to have the blood
examined for the Wassermann test for syphilis.

Our hospital undertakes, for the pretection uft aiets'1 relatives, the wurk ot
performing blood tests and instituting treatment, wenever necessary, at our Out-
Patient Clinic, free ef charge, for aIl these who are unable te arrane for similar service
thru the family physician. Such exa minations a nd treat ment wouk cest any une agood
many dollars, but this hospital is planning te do it at its own expense as a part of its
work in the prevention of mental diseases.

Ail the information collected by us will be treated as confidiential, in strict accord
with prufessional etiquette. Our aim is not te pry into inatters of strictly personal
concern, but te preserve the health ut those who might otherwise be threatened with
serious ill-health sooner or later

If ainong the immediate relatives of a hospital patient one is found
in whose case the Wassermann reaction is positive, then ail the mnembers
of the f amily are subjected to, an intensive investigation. For this pur-
pose blank forms are used which have been suggested by Dr. George H.
Kirby, Director of the New York State Psychiatrie Institute. «These
forras are reprinted herewith. It wilI be noted that speciat forms are
provided for men, women, and children. It is hoped that eventually
there will be an accumulation of records from which useful information
will be available as to the manner in which syphilitic infection spreads
in families and how its spread might be prevented.

We believe that just as we have witnessed the dwindling of the in-
cidence of alcoholic psychoses to an insignificant peroentage among our
admissions, so it is possible, by appropriate activities, in which a state
hospital can participate, to reduce the incidence of psychoses of syphilitic
origin.
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MAN
No...............

Name of patient in K.P.S.H...................
Date of admission........-.. ....
Name and address of informant...........

1. Name of person studied. ............ .. ,. Relation to patient....
2. Address ..... e............A .
3. Nativity..ýý......... .. Time in U.S..........ivil condition.
4. Number of marriages...............
5. If divorced or separated, give reasons.. >..................
6. Number of children...-. . . ý..(tate names and ages-indicate if illegitimate or

by former or present marriage) ..........................
7. What was sexual lIfe before marriage and during widowhood> .

8. Extra marital relations during married life; details......
9. Has wife had syphilis? ............................

10. Has he had syphilis?
A. When contracted-age or date? ................. ..
B3. How contracted-prostitute, friend, wife, extra-genital? ..........
C. Has hie had Zonorrhoea or a discharge? «.. .. >.........
D. When was diagnosis of syphilis made?,...>........ ........
E. How was diagnosis of sypiis made--clinically-Wassermann Reaction?..
F. What symptomns of syph ilis has he had and when did they first appear? ...

Il. Has hie been treated for syphilis?...................
A. When--ages and dates and for how long?. ...
B. Where-(clinic or hospital) or by whom?...........
C. Character of treatinent. ................. .

12. Report of Wassermnann Reaction on blood-Dates?.. ..........
13. Report of examination of cerebrospinal fluid-Dates?.. . ..
14. Mental status (Physician's observation). ........... 1...................
15. Physical status ( Physician's observation)..............
16. If dead, give age, or date and cause, of death..,....................
17. Remarks................................

.............................. Social Worker.
Date. . ........ ........ ..

WOMAN
No. ...............

Naine of patient in K.P.S.H..................... ...: ...... ........ ''*
Date of admission ............ -....- ......
Naine and address of informant .... ..............

1. Name of persn studied. .Relation ta patient.....
2. Address......... ...... .. .... ...... Age .........-........
3. Nativity. ... ...... .. ... Turne in US .. .... Civil condition .......
4. Number of marriages ....... ..... ......... ........
5. If divorceti or separateti, give reasons.......... ..............
6. Number of pregnancies. .......... (miscarriages, stilI blrths, living children--

arrange chronologically giving dates, also naines anti ages of living children-
indicate if illegitimate or by former or present marr.age> ......... ......

7. Before marriage, mode of living, social activities, sexual life, occupation and source
of income...................... ....... ...... ......... ....

8. During widlowhood, social activîties, sexual life, occupation anti source of incomne

0. Extra-marital relations during maied llfe-details ........ ...... -.......-
10. Ilînese epcaly obscure or ill-definet icnse ~ .............. ...

A. When contracted, age or date? ...............
B. How contracted, friend, husbanti, extra-genital>. .ý....................
C. Has she hati gonorrhoea? ... . .. .. - . . .. . -. . . . .
D. When wss diagnosis of syphilis matie?. . ........... ......-.......
E. How was diagnosis of syphilis mnade?-cinically or Wassermann Reaction? ....
F. What symptoins of syphilis bas she had and when did they first appear?..

13. Has she been treated for syphilis?. .. .... ........ ...............
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A. When-ages and dates---and for how long?....................
B. Where-(clinic or hospital) or by whom? .................... ......
C. Character of treatment? ................ ............. ...........

14. Report of Wassermann Reaction on blood--dates?. ......................
15. Report of examination of cerebrospinal fiuid-dates? ...................
1(3. Mental status (Physicîan's observation) ..................... .........
17. Physical Status (Physician's observation) . . ........ ... ..............-.-
18. If dead-give age or date and cause of death ..... ........ .... ...........
19. Remarks..........................................

..... ....................... SocialÎ Worker.
Date ....................

CHILI)
No ......................

Name of patient in K.P.S.II.. .. ......................-.........
Date of Admnission................. .................
Nann. and address of informant. ...............

1 . Name of person studied ................. .Relation to patient.............
2. Address ý. ............ ..................-- ** le.. ......
3. Nativity................ Time in U.. ....... Dt fi» rh.......
4» Condition at birth and early history:

A. Normal or abnormal-if abnormal, state in what respect. ..............
B. Signs of syphilis (rash, eruption, sores, snuffles, eyes, sore, dischargingucr

vision,1 hearing, marasmus, meningiti., skin wrinled, appearance of an old
man, convulsions). . . ý. ........................ -...............-.-

C. WeIl, sickly, or delicate--details .... -....................-........
5. Development duringý first 2 years:

A. A#e cut teeth. .......... B. Age talked..........C. Age walked..
D. Did child appear bright. ý........................... ...........

6. Illnesses (Diseases, age, suration, treated in home, in hospital, was a physiciaii
consulted, did child recover-has child a nervous disorder). ..... ........

7. Physical development-(Are there any striking abnornialities or defects present?
If où, describe; age, when àppeared)................. ........... .......

8. Mental development:
A. School history (Age attended and stopped, grade reached, if lef t school before

grdutinwwere classs repeated, why-s the child bright?)...
B. dutin wocial history (Wat can be said about the disposition of the child, does he

play like other children-if different from other children, in what way, doe
child show an y delinquent or crîminal tendencies or traits-has child any bad
sexual habits?). ý. ........ ... ............... .......... .....-..

0. Is child feebleminded-giv detaila...................... ..-.........
10. Economnic history (In children who have left school--gve occupation-efficiency,

duration of positions-reasons for changing)..............
11. Has child had syphilis?............ ..............-.........

A. Congenital or acquired.......... B. How and when acquired ......
C. When and how was diagncmesi ide, clinically or Wasserman Reaction?.
D. What symptom ofspilis has child and when did they appear?,.........

12. Has child hadi treatment for syphilis?.................
A. When--ages and dates-for how long?......................
B. Where (clinic or hospital) or by whom?....... ...... ..............
C. Character of treatment?. ................ ........ .......

13. Report of blood Wassermann Reaction--dates?. ......................
14. Report of examination of cerebrospinal fluid--dates?...................
15. Mental statua (Physician'a observation).......... ..............
16. Physical statue (Physician's observation) .. ................. ........... .
17. If dead, give age, date and cause of death .......................
In adult children or offspring inquire if married and get data concerning wife or husband

and children)'
........................... Social Worker.

Date .......... ................
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DEMOCRACY AND MENTAL HYGIENE

BT WILLIAM D. TAIT, PH.I).

J Tis a truism to say that it is the duty of leaders to lead. There is
one aspect of democracy as practised to-day which appears to
prevent truc leadership. This defeet is flot inherent in the derno-

cratic principle itself but appears to have been accepted in some way
or other. a.nd has, to a certain extent, become a tradition in democratic
countries. Men who are elected to represent thc people in deliberative
assemblies do flot regard themselves as leaders of the people, rior do the
people so regard them. Those deputed to enact legisiation, therefore,
consider thernselves as bound to follow the immediate will of the people
and do flot think that they should lead the people onward on a higher
and more developed form of the peoples own wîll.

This attitude, both on the part of people and representatives, hinders
democracy f romn coming to its own and reaching higher than average
political mînd. It prevents democracy f rom, rising above the present
level and producîng aristocrats in the truc sense of the terni. In a word,
it prevents democracy froni finding leaders. The state is thus left to
struggle blindly on wîthout expert guidance. Those chosen by demo-
cratic mnethods, and this is where the true rneaning of democracy lies,
should keep in view that they are chosen to make progress-not to
follow the mass, but to lead. The people, too, should so regard those
whom, they themselves place in authority. They are there to represent
the people on the road of advancement. Ail cannot be leaders for then
there would be no leaders. Democracies differ fromn absolute monarchies,
tyrannies, oligarchies in that the people choose who shall lead. It should
flot necessarily follow from, this that those selected are to consider them-
selves as mere agents. No business could be run on the principle that
the president and the directors were to be merely the echoes of the
shareholders. On the contrary, they are placed in office te advance the
interests of the company and it is this point of view whieh has been lost
sight of in affairs of state. This is the reason why state activities are s0
often behindhand. Men at the head of affairs wait until the mass has
begun to inove and have either forgotten that they are supposed to lead
or are too tiniorous te do so. It may be that the desire for office accounts
for this attitude on the part of legislatures, but it does not account for
it on the part of the people. This weakness in democratic affairs can be
easily remedied if only men of courage, vision, high-minded ideals, and
unselfishness are selected to direct. The reason that such are so În-
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frequently elected is a serious indictment upon our civilization, a symp-
tom tliat the dearth of leaders in civilized countries is to be attributed
to a lowered state of intelligence and enlighffenment.

The individual and his merite are lost inx the mass of opinions, and
hence onxe of the greatest probleins of the trne is to find the individual.
In past ages, the individual was promninent to the exclusion of the xnany.
To-day, the rnany is prQminent to the exclusion of the individuxal, and
there has been lost the secret of finding leaders in state af'airs. P>rivat
concerns fnd nxo suchb difficulty for the worth of the indivi4tual is e
cognized by an itlligent group. Not so with the mass of thepeople.
If democracy would move forward to an aristocracv of worth, some
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one by reason of the low degree of intelligence or absence of moral stamina.

The most important ýthing in this world is the human mind. The human

mind is the real conqueror of nature. The human mind gives us the rich

world of imagination portrayed in literature, art and folk-lore. Our

chief aim, then, as a race should be to produce the highest type of men-

tality and insure that it is immortalized from generation to generation

by being associated with an equally superior body. From the racial

and long distance point of view, mmnd cannot exist and function without

body. Racially, a superior mînd can only exist in conjunction with a

superior body. If the mmid alone is developed, the very ideal set before

us is defeated for the body will be weak and a brilliant mîndwill cease

when a certain body perishes. If the body had also been developed,

the mmid would have become an inheritance. History shows us that it

is the physically stable races which survive;. therefore, the preservation

of healthy minds and the accumulation of 'such minds as a raci al acquire-

ment depends on an aIl round development-body and mind together.

It would 'appear that in the present era of western civîlization there

is too muchrmaternalism. Somne use the term paternalism but the attitude

is too sof t, tender and almost flabby to be designated by a masculine

terra, Due to this attitude the unfits, mnisfits and ineffectives are kept

alive, nourished and protected as a Christian virtue although one fails

to flnd good scripture as its basis, but rather the reverse. This class of

worse than drones are allowed to multiply and multiply they do. By

defeating th.e law of natural ýselection, feeble minds and feeble.bodies

are allowed to corne into existence, allowed to reproduce their kind and

thus lower the general well-being. In a sterner and more virile sort of

society this does flot happen. These people are not contributing to the

good or betterment of the world, but rather they make many hideous

and baffling prohlems. We not only tolerate themn, but support themn

because of a false interpretation of what is meant by racial hygiene.

In former times, many factors played a part in the elimination of the

unlit in mind and body sudi as exposure, syphilis, alcohol, war, etc.

On the whole,- only the more ruggfd survived, that is, those who could

resist temptation or had the intelligence to protect themselves f rom

dangers. Now aIl things are changed and instead of looking after our-

selves we look aiter one another. No longer do self -denial, self -restraint,

temperance, initiative and aggressiveness count. We cannot do evil

even if we wished. Our civilization lias become one great comfy h<:stel
xvhi-ré thf-rP a:re no danLyers. no temotations. a rulace where the sterner
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mgoral forces of the intelligent part of the community
caring and protecting these unfortunates. Thanks to
unscientific and unoriented social welf are schemes, the dron
of society are on the increase and in proportion as they ini
fit be hindered and impeded on the path to knowledge, trt
ment.

Prevention is a fine ideal but usually it does not
activities f ar enough back. A portion of the child welf are a
we hear much about should not be necessary. For e:
communities boast of a Iow infant niortality rate. This cai
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i a muddle of. maternalistic patter and subriormal reactions to environ-
mient. An aseptic society is not necessarily progressive.

Leadership, then, in the true sense of the terrn cari only corne about
by substituting somnething for the law of natural selection. Great men
cari only be begotten by great men. Leaders in any sphere of life are
flot produced by environmient, although it may furnish the opportunity.
If we permit the racial stock to be impoverished, then we lessen the chance
of, or forbid, the birth of leaders. Even if they are on occasion bomn,
their efforts are to a certain extent nullified by the subnormals. In
a word, by softening our civilization we arie depriving ourselves of the
possîbilities of leaders, or, to put it otherwise, we choose mediocrities
in their place. It would seern that the intelligence of mankind and the
scientific resuits of that intelligence have been applied towards sustaininig
those who have small survival value. Intelligence thus directed is self-
destructive and is proceeding along the path of racial extinction. Plato
,vas right when hie argued that the state should be gov'rned by the
philosophers and not by the rabble. The same problemn is facing us to-day
as faced Greece in the time of Plato. His advice was not followed and
lie who runs nmay read the consequences for us.
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the national backbone and put an end to social patchwork, there ap-
pears littie hope for improvemrent. Human nature of the right kind will

reconstruct itself if lef t to itself. The intelligent and moral people of the

nation require no reconstruction. The many organizations airning at
the more comfortable world arte really making mankînd less resistant

and thereby lessening the power of survival. We need leaders and

leadership, but we are defeating our own purpose by preventing the

exercise of those natural laws which èliminate the unfit. Arn 1 my-

brother's keeper? Yes, by preventing the necessity of calling him a

brother, by keeping himn in his place if he lias arrîved, by seeing to it

that he does flot beget his kind if he is one of the class that are of little

use to humanity, or, if he is one of the elect and of good report, developîng

in him those qualities which lead to greatness in mari and nation,.\ We

are certainly our brother's keeper, but too miuch keeping of a kind nmay

spoil the brother and be of no value to the world. There is much good

psychology in the parabte of the talents. Not ail men have equal talents

and this is not always realized by our would be reforniers. ."To hini

that hath shall be ziven and from hirn that bath not shalh be taken awýay,
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CRITICAL SURVEY 0F INTELLIGENCE TESTING

BY PETER SANDIFORD

TorontoT FHE mieasuremnent of intelligence is nio new thing, although 'it is
only within the last decade that it has achieved 'a world-wide
popularity and acceptance. Galton's studies in England may be

saîd to have led to a study of indlividlual differences in intelligence, which,
i turn, has led to the introdluction of more refined tests of intelligence

than Galton emiployed. In Germnany Weber's discovery of the psycho-
physical law- and Fechnier's mathemnatical interpretations of it, created
an1 enithusas fo psychological investigation and researh scoo

gical laboratories -were installed in most of the universities and the era
of brass instrument psychology began. One of the experimental fields-
that of reactioli-timnes-assiduousIy, cul tivated by plodding German
psychologists, really directed experimentalists towards the problem of
mneasuiring intelligence. It was thought that reaction-times provided a
sort of divining rod by means of which, intellectually speaking, the
sheep çould be unerringly separated from the goats. But after millions
of experimients hiad been performed, it w-as found that reaction-times
mi-easiii-d reaction-timies and not intelligence. Yet it was J. McKeen
Catteil, an Amnerican student, -who early went to the German psycholo-
gical laboratories, and returning to Columbia University, established
"Mental Tests and M\'easurements" as an integral part of American

psyçfrological courses. Successive generations of Columbia students
w-ere given a series of physical and mental tests and as late as 1908-10
the writer of this paper w-as put through his paces with them. *Cattell
,was really investigating individual differences in sensitivity, visual and
auditory acuity and the like, but he stumbled on a method which, in
essence, lias heen used to mneasure intelligence ever sînce. He used many
tests, not a single one, and although most of the tests hie used did not
correlate very highly with intelligence, subsequent investigators have
discovered mny that do. Thorndike has been especially fertile in
devising new tests, and it may be truly said of him that he is the J. J.
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mnust also be mieasured by tests whic~h appealed to tfhe hig
rninikv nrrpcýd, nf 1-nnAl fnr it XX7n in thnp,;f that the Lyi
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aithougli the multi-focal view is gaining ground. Thorndike, who may

be iregarded as the protagonist of the multi-focal view, regards intelligence
as the sum total of many minor special intelligences, each one distinct
from ail the others and requiring separate treatment in its training.

These various minor intelligences, exhibit concomitant varkftion, that

is, they tend to rise and fail together. If a person is clever along one
line lie is lîkely to be clever along others; if he is stupid in one thing he

is llkely to be stupid in tnany. According to Thorndike there is no

such thîng as 'general' intelligence; there are only particular intelligences
exhibiting a fairly close correlation. Spearman, the leader of the uni-
focalîsts, believes that intelligence is general rather than specific. It is

equivalent to, or rather is due to, a common factor of cortical energy

which may be directed at will- into any given channel. Thus the highly
intelligent man may direct his energy into any kind of activity and in it

achieve success. The possession of general intelligence is the primary

factor: its direction the secondary. This explains why clever men
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Intelligence in this sense of the terni was something that remained more
or less constant throughout life. Intelligence as brightness refers, there-
fore, to the mental powers of a person contrasted with those of his own
age. It is always a relation. A bright child has relatively more in-
telligence than other children of the same age.

Since Binret introduced the concept of mental age into psychology,
intelligence and mental age have come to mean the same thing. They are
certainly used interchangeably. Intelligence in this sense increases with
age; it refers to a child's degree of mental developmellt or mental
maturity--how far his mental growth has progressed. It is an absolute
not a relative thing.

This second use of the term has become so coinifon that it is best
to stick to it now, using brightness only when one wants to refer to
intelligence in the relative as opposed to the absolute sense.

Il. WHAT IS AN INTELIGENCE TEST?

An intelligence test is obvious4' something which tests intelligence;
it is a test which helps us to distinguish levels or grades of intelligence
among pupils with some degree of certainty. Somne tests do this better
than others. That test is best which, when applied to a group of children,
arranges them most nearly in the order of their intelligenlce. Bu~t tItis is
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essence is checking Up one judgment against the average judgment of

scores of others. The whole thing runs in a circle; fortunately it is flot a

vicious circîe.
An intelligence test, therefore, inay be defined as a standard-

ised examination. As time is a part of the contract, the test must be

of short duration. Since intelligence is exhibited in diverse ways the

tests nmust be varied in type as much as possible. Hence some are

wýritten, many are oral, while others, again, test some form of skill.

It will thus be seen that there is no royal road in the making of

intelligence tests. Good tests are only discovered by 'trial and error'

miethods, the less siiccessful ones, beinig gradually elimainated. The good

test is that which confirms the naive judgment of the world regarding

that elusive quality we call intelligence.

Ill. THE STANDARDISATION 0F TESTS

When we think of standards in regard to various physi cal measure-

mnents sucli as length and temperature, we think of something that may

be used successfully and in non-varying fashion anywhere and at anyv

time. In ail standards also there are zeros or reference points to which

all measurements are referred. These criteria should be employed in

standardising tests. A test is standcardised for any group (say eight-

year-olds) when the addition of further results or records obtained fromi

the test does not alter either the median score or the deviation obtained

froni earlier records. If this is flot the case, the testing miust be continued

with unselected subjects until the central tendency and the deviation

have achieved constancy. The difficulty of reference point or zero is

far froin being solved. In temperature we have two zeros-the zeros

of the Fahrenheit and the Centigrade scales respectively. In mental

mecasurements the reference points are exceedingly numerous. There is aI

zero point for each scale. McCall lias recommended the adoption of an

arbltrary but workable reference poi4 , namely, the mean performance

of children bet-ween the ages of 12 and 13. Such a reference point, while

niot a zero, can be used for any mental trait regardless of the location

of its absolute zero, if suc~h there be. For the unit of the scale he proposes

the standard deviation of the variability of twelve-year-old pupils

1-iltinlipcl hv ten. The aclortion of sucli a reference point and unit

U-
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on the scale. A1thtiugh a littie more difficuit for the aver
comprehend, it wiIl probably be adopted in the standardi
scales. McCall proposes to call the new unit a Thon
unit, or for brevity a 'T.'

In standardising any scale unselected subiects must be
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been 'in the air' for almost a century. Mental age means a certain
degree or amnount of intelligence. Normally this amount increases with
age. A child of ten years has a greater mental age than he had at six,
and on the average eight-year-old pupils have a greater mental age than
seven-year-olds. Children mature in intelligence at different rates.
Some pass through the mental ages quickly; these are the bright orle.
Somle mature slowly; these are the duil and stupid onles. Mental age is
determnined by intelligence tests; it is a performance level; it is a score
obtained in an intelligence test. A child of any age obtaining a score
which on the average is obtained by eight-year-olds is said to have a
mental age of eighit years.

There are two important and still unsettled problemns in connection
with mental age. The first concernis the amount of the yearly inicremnents
of intelligence, that is, its rate of growth. The second deals xith the age
of maturitv of intelligence.

In connection with the first of these problems wNe May ask-is,
the yearly increment of intelligence constant in amnount? This question
may be made plainer by means of a series of graphis.

Graph 1 shows a constant rate of growth in m~ental age. The
upper limit is indeterminate; mental age jncreases throughout l11e.
The increment of growth between four and fiye is the saile as the lcre-
ment between ten and eleven. Grapli 1 is certainly fl9t true to factIs for
the annual incremnents are oDrobablv not the same over the whole range
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that our intelligence does flot so increase. It reaches a limit fairly

early in life. Binet conisidered that intelligence reached its maturity at

fifteen. Terman fixed it at sixteen.. Ballard by means of an extended

Bînét absurdities test determined it experimentally to 'be sixteen.

Monroe and Otis both regard eighteen as the age of maturity of in-

telligence. Doil collected a mass of evidence, chief among which was the

average miental age of drafted recruits in the United States armny, which

seemned to indicate thaàt it should lie reduced to thirteen years. There

is room for mucli research work on this important problem of mental

age. The validity of the Intelligence Quotient is dependent on both thie

rate of inicrease of mental age and on the age of maturity of intelligence.

(b) .dge-difference. The age difference is the difference between

the mental age as determined by tests and the natural or chronological

age. The age differénce may, be phis or minus. We are, hiowever, in

our present state of knowledge, unable to say whether or not an age

difference of -3 in early years is the same as -3 in adolescence. It

probably is not.
(c) Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.). The intelligence quotient is the

ratio of mental age to chron~ological age. Lt, therefore, expresses a degre

of brightness.
M.A.

I.Q.--- X 10
C.A.

Terman has presenited evidence which shows: (i) that the I.Q's. of a«

large group of unselected people are distributed according tç> the normal

surface of frequency; (ii) that the range of the middle fifty per cent.

of the group lies between 93 and 108; and (iii) that the I.Q. is practically

constant in~ any individual between five and fourteen years and probably

throughout the whole of if e. Since mental age is meaningless considered

apart fromn chronological age, Terman believes that in the I .Q. we have

the hest expression of a child's intelligence status.
Further information is needed before we cain regard the I.Q. as

constant throughout life. Mental age, on which the I.Q. depends, is a

score made in an examnination. Fatigue and the state of health must

certainly affect it, aithough the measurable effeets may conceivably

be so small as to be negligible. All that we can say at present with
dsxr ripr- nf rertaintv is that the 1.0. seemns to be fairly constant during
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Score made in point-scale test.

C.1.
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THE PHYSICIAN'S RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH
INSANE AND) TFIEIR COMMITTAL TO HOSPITAL, TO-

GETHER WLTH SUGGESTIONS FOR EXAMINATION
0F A PATIENT

BY H. C. STEEVES, M.D.

New Westminster, B.C.

Othe physician in general practice who sees only an occasionalTmental patient the question o! his responsibilities to the patient,
the friends and the public is often an enigma and one which 1 arn
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venience and annoyance by directing them, to the hospiti

"doctor's papers" as A that is necessary. The resuit, as I ha

annoyance and inconvenience for friends, often unnecessary diý

the patient and delay in beginning of treatment, for a patient

received in a mental hospital without a committal ordei

made out and signed and the certificates upon which thý

based. The off icers of the hospital have no powers of

ini this matter and should they oblige fellow physicians

ing improperly committed patients, do so at the risk of s(

consequences to the hospîtal and theniselves. Therefor4

inpress upon you the fact that to preserve your own di

reputation for infallible and botindless knowledge of ail t

vour clientele, as well as to facilitate the admission and earl3
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esteem of persons whoae lack of intelligence must or should force one
to wonder if it is worth retaining. This question, gentlemen, is an indivi-
dual problem and one which we are at liberty to, decide for ourselves.
There is no Iaw compelling the reporting of insane to any authority but
to xny mind there should-be such a law. 1 feel that one must be forced to
this conclusion if lie heeds the almost daily reports of deaths, murders
and disasters directly attributed to insane persons who have not been
cared for as they should have beeni.

The question of how to examine a patient for insanity is one which
often arises in the mind of the physician, There is a subtie somnething
developed in a person by practice and association with certain conditions
which enables him to gain more from an examination than one less prac-
tised. As the surgeon can visualize an abdomen or the physician a heart,
so the psychiatrist visualizes the ensemble of a mind and as a resuit of his
experience is able to give diagnosis and prognosis in cases which to the
inexperienced seem only a confused jumble of silly sentences and acts.
The keynote of ail successful examinations in any sphere of medicine is
thoroughness and system, bringing out each phase and feature of the case

clearly and distinctly, that none niay be overlooked in drawing con-
clusions.

You ail know full well the over whelming importance of the history in

physical illness, it is equally important in mental illness and as in one
so in the other is the logical place to begin the examination. With the
mental patient this not only supplies the examiner with information of
inestimable value, but serves to gain the confidence of the patient, to

put him at ease, and to make the intricate paths of his mmnd much
more readily accessible to the examiner.

The family history, a matter relative to the patient, but flot one
sufficiently personal to embarrass him is the best and easiest place to
begin, and where in the whole sphere of medTcine is the family history
of more importance than in mental diseases. Here you are at once gain-
ine information concerning possible etiological factors, at the samne time
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While on this subjeet the 2natter of venereal disease is best investigated
and shouz14 neyer be forgotten, for the history of syphilis may at once give
us the key to the patient's illness or the worry over an old attack of
gonorrhea inay at once explain tnany of the mental symptoms present
and not formerly tunderstood. It is well too, to bear in mind the Frendian
theories and be on tJhe watch. for any suggestion of sexual incidents of
adoleec which xnay have caused subconscious fears and suppresioni of
normal mental proess When this subject has been exhausted to the
satisfaction of the examiner he should next asic the patient, what was
the first job he ever had? Uow did he happen to take it? Did he lice
the work? How long did lie keep the position. Why did he change and
so on through out his whole career. By these questions we learn many
things. We Iearn of the. patient's fixity and steadfastness or irresponsible
and roving tendencies; we may unexpectedly uncover the beginning of
perseeutory ideas wih have driven hlm from place to place and position
to position and which have eventually crystallized into the systematized
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rence, the reasons the patient may attribute for them and so on, until
the examiner is able to satisfy himself as to whether the complaints are
real or the products of a diseased mind expressed by hallucinations.
In the same way the delusional field must be investigated. Whydoes the
patient say that he ie being foliowed, or persecuted by thais organization
or that person, or that this event or that wae directly connected with hien-
self. The possibility or probability of t he events described together with
the reasoning employed by the patient, the conclusions he comes to and the
possibility of a mistaken judgment on bis part must ail be taken into
consideration, for the delusional insane admit no possible error in their
reasoning or conclusions. On the other hand if the examination is being
made as a resuit of a recuest 1w friends or olice the patient can be
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see in tliose about him persons of the past or relatives, or is lie able to
place tleie properly? Does lie know that lie is in hospital, home or gaol
or does lie believe himself in some distant city or great palace?

Objective symptoms.
Here is grouped the information gatliered by observing the patient

during the examination and quite frequently questions are asked with
the definite intention of bringing out these features. For instance, one
may deliberately ask questions to excite emotions of anger, laugliter or
tears in order to judge wliether tlie mental reactions in this field approach
normal or not. Tlie objective symptoms can be classified under tlie foliow-
ing lieadings:

1. ATTITUDE
Wliat lias been the patient's attitude toward his environiment and

the examiner? Is lie suspicions and resentful or does le co-operatereadily
and endeavor to assist in the examination?

2. MA,NNER

Is the patient polite, respectful and friendly, or is there affectation,
insolence, aggressiveness or indifference? Are tliqre distinct mannerisms
present.

3. ATTENTION
is it easy or difficuit to gain the patient's attention to the subject

under discussion; to liold it there and get logical and specific replies,
-or does lie reply partially or entirely at random? Is lie able to fix or re-
tain attention, or is it readily distracted by a passing bird, a whistte or
some object about the roorn? It is quite comm-on to find the attention
very easily but 'very poorly retained. This 18 splendidly exemplified in
the manic types of the Manic Depressive psychosis wliere the actual
press of ideas makes it quite impossible for the patient to fix his attention
more than niomentarily oni any subject.

4. RETENTION
Can the patient retain facts stated to lii previously or can le give

the substance of a paragrapli read to hlm or does lis mind fait to register
these matters and pass thern by without receiving any impression?

5. EMOTIONAL STATES
Is the patient at ease or nervous and restless, does lie cry, moan,

laugh, shout or sing? Does lie show proper emotional balance, or does
lie cry when lie should be cheerful and laugli wlen lie should be serions
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condition accordiiigly as it is quite obvious that a mind with littIe mental
grasp or, in other words, a mental deficient might easily be responsible
for acts which superficially would appear insane but whith, as a matter of
fact, are clearly sliown to be the resuits of miental processes or their
absence in a shallow, under-developed or deficlent nientality.

It is by such a process that the souiidness or otherwise of themn
must be judged and I feef quite sure that any physician, whether exper-
ienced in psychlatry or not who, wiIl follow out the examination as
~sggted here will niake very few errors in issuing or refusing certifi-

cae o nsanity.
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"PREVENTION 0F MENTAL BREAKDOWN"

BY C. A. BARACAR, 'M.D.

Superintendent, Brandon Hlospital for Mlental Diseases, -Manitoba

N Manitoba at the present titne there are over twelve hundred.
patients in the three principal mental hospitals, demanding froin the
province arnnally for maintenance alone an expenditure of about

f a million dollars. There is also the Ioss due to the withdrawal of a
,e nuber f producers. But the econoxnic burden is not the only

ý of thiequestion. There is the human side, the mental distress of those
ortunates iwhose reason lias proved unequal to the strain of modern
,as well as the suffering of their relatives. Outside these Institutions
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juries, senile and arteriosclerotic changes, are known tc
strongly predispuse to miental disease. Present inves
indicate that endocrine disturbances play a larger part àx
than was formerly thought. On the other hand the in
foundly influences the endocrine balance and hence 1
relations of this whole question are stili obscure. We h
control over some of these medical conditions such as ser
littie can be done with such causes. But the preventic
condition ini general resuits in the prevention of the
and is therefore to be deait with as a genieral medical pr

Two causes, however, on account of their social bu'
both are preventable, requ~ire special consideration. The3
syphilis. William A. White stAtes that they together'
for fully 20% of the certifiable psychoses in males at
referring to alcohol, he says: " Recent statistics would i
of the insane conflned in public institutions in the United
because of its influence, direct or indirect." 2 in some ho
patients froni large cities, the proportion of syphilitic P
flrst admissions is as high as 13%.3 In Canada genen
our smaller cities and large ur)ban population, the percer
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sions in a country where the samne restrictions regarding alcohol do flot

obtain is very striking.
Kirby has show,,n that in the S1ew York State Hospitals there has

been a falling off of cases of Alcoholic Psychoses among the first ad-
missions froin 10.7% in 1909 to 1.8% in 1920. H-e indicates that this is
due to the great trend of public opinion against the use of alcohol that
bas been growing during the last fifteen years, and which lias culminated
in prohibition measures.

Certainly, as far as the problemns of mental disease are concernied,
prohibition deserves an extended trial.

FAUTy HECREDTTY

Faulty or tainted heredity bas been variously regarded as bearing

an imfportaýnt causal relation to mental disease in from 60% to 70% of

cases admitted to mental hospitals. In these conclusions true hereditary

tendencies and developli2ental factors have doubtless not been fully
differentiated. Three groups of factors are likely to be confused: Tainted
heredity in the true sense, that is, abnormal tendencies due to defective
germi plasm; germn plasm occurring at the lime of, just previous to, or

after conception, through alcoholism or the toxic effeets of chronic

debilitating disease; and developmental factors, or as Adoîpli Meyers
expresses it: " Early growth and nutrition" on the physical side, and
"êTraining and habit formation" on the mental side.

MARRIAGE

Prevention in relation to heredity is largely a question of marriage.
Marriage is a much more serious question for future generations than

those contemplating it appear to recognize. The personal or sèlfish
aspect is unduly emphsie. The raison d'ètre of 'marriage is the

propagation of the species, and young men and women should have their

idel so developed that oïily mates healthy in mind and body woul be
nomly chosen, While the ideal is of course that both individuals

should be healthv mentally and physically, that i8 seldom attainablé,
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developmental influences and where there are slightly iîfavourable
hereditary influences they mnay be neutralized to some extent by takiug
speciai precautions to provide good conceptional and developmental
,influences. Where these unfavourable conditions obtain, therefore, the
facts should be frankly f aced by those conteniplating mnatrimony, so
that special attention may be directed to the other factors.

It is difficuit to formulate sounder advice than that outlined byv
Adolph Meyers. 5 (The reader is referred to Mleyers' article for a full
discussion.) He says that if two individuals "can feel and give to their
own sense and conscience reasonable assurance of giving a fapxily of
four childreni a wholesome, healthy environinent and education, then
even tainted persons mght be allowed to niarry, especially into un-
tainted stock." He further adds: "If unfavourable heredity should
crop out, it would be highly probable that the healthy and capable
brothers and sisters would be able to assure the protection and care of
the problematic abnormal individual.

From a practical standpoint one may say that marriage should be
prohibited:

1. Where either the man or the wornan has had a mental break-
down.

2. 'Where one or both have marked psydiopathic tendencies.
3. In the case of ail mental defectives, except the hiigher gae

of the mnoron class, and even then when psychopathic tendencies are
present.

One is sonietimes asked if a marriage without children is permissible,
that is, where conception is prevented by continence or contraceptive
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facts iikely to affect adverseiy the resulting progeny and thus to be pre-

paredl toneutralize, in so far as possible, undesirable tendencies.

STERILIZATION

Sterilization of those who have had a mental breakdown and of
mental defectives has been frequently mnoçted, but is of doubtful value
and in many cases would flot be advisabie. It might with wisdom be
recommended in certain individuals, mainly of the feebleminded groups,
viz.: 1. Ail imbeciles and some low grade morons. 2. Ail mnorons withi
antisocial or marked. sexual tendencies. 3. A f ew psychopathie in-
dividuals especially those with hypersexual tendencies.

DEVELOPMENTAL CONS IDE RATIONS

So important are developmrentai influences, that is, early growth
and nutrition and training and habit formation, that William A. WVhite
has referred to childhood as "The Golden Period of Mi\ental Hygiene."
Even with a tainted heredity much can be donc during this inipressionable
period to neutralize unfavourable tendencies and to create heaithy habits
of thought. Like Demosthenes, the individual may flot only surmounit
bis obstacles but~ actually achieve greater success because of then.

The moulding of the child's environnient should begin before birth,
and even before conception, in the teaching of mothercraf t and father-
craft to young womeri and yoting mnen, so that they may be prepared to
intelligently assume~ the responsibilities of parenthQod. The importance
of good heaith on the parents at the tume of conception shouid be em-

The iprace of attending to the child's physical health is gener-
allyapeitd but not so the importance of ensuring good mental

Metally, each individual mnay be said to have inherited three
fnaentai instincts or emotions which are the mainsprings of life,

the forces which carry the individual through the world. They are:
The selfpresr tion instinct, the race-preservation instinct, and the
herd instinct. Manifestations of the first are hunger and fear. It coni-
pels the in&ividual to provide for his nutrition and to protect himself
fmm hiqi <nvironment. It is ore-eminentIv selfish and direct in its
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beings. These emotions demand satisfaction and their energies ordinarily
find outiet in a healthy way directly, or indirectly by sublimatiorn.
They will otherwise be repressed and hence find outiet in unhealthy ways.
The great purpose of training and habit formation, that is, of education
in a broad sense, is to, enable the individual to control these emotions
wisely and to use their vast energies in a healthy way, to enable him to
boldly face and efflciently control his environmient and not to allow lis
eftergies to be dissipated in useless fantasy.

The great laboratory for this devulopmental work lies in the home.
Nowhere else does one find work done from truly altruistic motives.
There it is performed in response to the dictates of the race-preservation
instinct, In general, work is elsewhere done by virtue of the seif-pre-
serv,ýation instinct which is essentially selfish. Therefore, any action
of the State that transfers fundamental responsihilities from the home
to the state, or reduces the influence of the home, is perniciolis. Therein
lies the fallacy of the theories of such socialists, as Ellen Keyes who
preach state reared children. No matter how lowly or how bad the home,
there is almost invariably a spark of mother love to exert its influence
on the young fromi birth onward. Anything the state can do to shield
that spark and to fan it into a flame is of value. The preservation of the
home is of fundamental importance to the race.

Our school system in the past has emphasized intellectual develop-
mient and has shown a tendency to rob the home of some of its importance.
That attitude is changing to some extent, and now the school. is trying tc>
supplemrent and not supplant the home. 'By the developiieiit of play-
ground facilities and of nianual training and domestic science, it is
emphasizing the emotional and volitional as well as the intellectual,
Children can learn to control theniselves more by surmouiitig physical
difficulties than by achieving intellectual successes. The young man or
young womnan who has learned to play a game cleanly, ho'iestly, and to
the best of his ability is likely to play the gaine of life in the sanie way,

The training of a chiki should begin the day of its birth. The unborn
child may be said to be omnipotent. Everything is done for it and ail
its desires are satisfled. The infant is less SQ, but stili its exertiofls are
confined to breathing, suckling, def action anid urination, which are
semi-autoniatic acte. Later, it learns to cry when it is hungry and then
to reach out or creep toward and grasp whatever it wants. It is learnixng
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At each stage of development a more efficient mode of reaction is
normally adopted. But abnormally less efficient modes may become
fixed and carried on. This produces maladj ustment to environment
and may be one of the factors causing a mental breakdown in aduit
years. For exaniple, we find a spoiled child flying into a temper and
crying for things he should be striving for; and we find the aduit wasting
his energies in useless fantasy and sensitive seclusion instead of actively
and fearlessly forcing his environme nt to yield himt the reward he desires.

It is the duty of parents and others to foster in children correct
mental habits so that these developmental milestones may be successfully
passed. The more youthful mnethods of adjustment must be discarded
at the proper time for more efficient and mature. In this way the young
man andç the young woman may be prepared for the struggle of life with
the proper mental equipmnent for adequate adj ustment.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

The developmental period is not without. its special problems, with
which'ail having the responsibility of children should be famniliar. There
is first the abnormal child, the neurotic or psychopathic child. He is
often said to be "highly strung." He-may be timid, sensitive and se-
clusive. He may be excitable, violent tempered, or subject to terrifying
dreams. Sucli a chuld requires exceptional care and deep sympathy.
It is essential that parents frankly admit abnormal tendencies. We so
often try to conceal even fromn ouirselves these tendencies in our own
children. This attitude is an unfortunate attitude and only robs the
child of much needed assistance. In such a case the objective interests
mnust be developed and the physical rather than the intellectual activities
emphasized. For him outdoor life, outdoor games and outdoor work are
essential. These children are often extremely sensitive, especially to
ridicule and censure, and tend to become morbidly seclusive. Intelligent
sympathy and encouragement is necessary to counteract this dangerous
tendency. With care not only can the danger of a subsequent mental
breakdown be avoided, but frequently this type of child may be devel-
oped into the highest type of citizen.

Certain developmental periods require special care. They are the
periods of infancy, of puberty and adolescence. The importance of
laying good foundations in infancy has already been emphasized.

Puberty and early adolescence is a period of many dangerous reefs.
During it various conflicts arise between the established ideals and the
newly awakened sexual emotions. Both boys and girls require special
guidance. Tlhe interest should be Iargely objective. Hard Study should
be avoided, especially in girls who seem apt to belcome unduly ambitious
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at this time. Excessive fantasy-habits during this period are easily
formed. Day dreamning is especially characteristic of this period and is,
within limits, normal, but should be outgrown to a great extent as adoles-
cence progresses. if the individual is seclusive, and healthy external
interests have flot been developed, this normal reaction of youth becomes
fixed as a bad habit in the aduit and prevents effective adjustment.

The third great problemn is the teaching of the knowledge and niean-
ing of sex. Sexual activities and interests are the manifestations of one
of the fundamental emotions, an emotion that is bound to have some
outiet direct or indirect, normal or abnormal. About it occur many
conflicts and, without care, many dangerous repressions. Ail are agreed
that young men and women should possess sonie knowledge of their
instinctive natures, and that this knowledge should corne through clean
channels. The question is, when shaHl the child be taught and by whom?

We are told by some educators that it may be taught in school and if
taught as any other branch of knowledge no undue curiosity will be
aroused. They tell us that the morbid' curiosity is due to our conspiracy
of silence. This. 1 believe to be incorrect. Sexual curiosity is no0 ordixlary
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the rearing and training of individuals who have learned to control
themiselves and their environent.

IMMIGRATION

Fromn a national and social standpoint the prevention'of mental
disease involves the exclusion of immigrants whose capacity for mental
adjustment is low. During the last fine years 65.05%/ of patients ad-
itted to the Brandon Hospital for Mental 'Diseases were born outside

of Canada, though at the timne of the last census (1911) only 41.87% of
the population of Manitoba were born outsîde of Canada. From 1912
to, 1915, the proportion of non-Canadian born was almost constant, at
about 70%. Since 1916, the cessation of immigration due to the War
hias had an effect, and the percentage of foreign born admitted has steadily
decreased, tbough it is even yet too high. The conclusions are obvious.
Stringent regulations are required to prevent those physîcally and
mnentally unfit from entering or becoming citizens of Canada.

CONCLUSION

The prevention of mental breakdown, so far as our present knowledge
and control permits, is to be attained by active steps in four main
directions.

1. Medical and Social. By the adequate prevention, and treatment
of alcohiolism and syphilis.

2. Heredity. By steps to prevent the bringing into the world of
individuals likely to have a mental breakdown. This may be attained
tQ some extent by contraceptive measures, and possibly, in certain cases,
by sterilization, but chiefly by building up high social ideals and a strong
enlightened public opinion, and by emphasizing the true object of mnatri-
mony.

3. Development. Ensure for each diild a healthy body. Develop
in eiach indivldual healthy habits of thought and objective interests,
taking care that more youthful or inefficient modes ôf adjustment do
not becoine fixed. , Balance properly the child's physicai and mental
activities. Fce frankly and take steps to counteract abnormal ten-
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4. Immîgratiou. Wise and well enforced immigration laws are

required.

To-day, as was the case with Tuberculosis twenty years ago, the

problems of mental disease are viewed with pessimism by the majority

of the medical profession, but this attitude is changing and within a

few years will, as in the case of tuberculosis, be replaced by a healthy

optimism. In both tuberculosis.and mental disease, however, prevention

is better than cure.
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THEf ORGANIZATION 0F STATE INSTITUTIONS FOR FEEBLE-
MINDED IN THE UNITED STATES

BY WU. BURGESS CORNELL, M.D.

Resident Director, Evergreen's Sanatoriium School, Albany, N. Y.

HEfollowing presentation is based on a questionnaire circulatedTn 1919 and the percentages derived are subject to errors in-

herent to the questionnaire method. Furthermore conditions

ini State Institutions for the Feeblemninded are changing, and it is possible
that saine of the percentages that I shall give do flot express exact

situations to-day.
The questions subrnitted were as follows:

Institution,............................. Date.... ...... .............

1. Annual admission rate? ......... Any restriction as to a ge? ................
Do y ou admit under judicial commritment? ........... What per cent? ........

2. Daily average census................................................
3. Do you admit both sexoes? ....... ... If not, which one?. .....
4. Do you admit epiiepties? .. .... ............ What per cent? ..............
5. Is the executive head of your institution a physician or a layman? ..............
61. Ho w is hie appointed (a) by board of trustees, (b) state board of control, (c) governor,

(d) from civil service, (e) or other method?................................
7. Does he have direct charge of the " maintenance and operation of the plant '?..
8. If so, what proportion of his executive day is thus used?.................
9. Nusnber of resident physicians ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. Numnber of resident or non-resident psychologists ................

il. Number of resident or non-resident pathologists...........................
12. Number of physicianh on~ visiting Or consultig stff .............. ..........
'13. Do you have staff conferences for consideration of cases? .................. .

If so, how often?......................... Attended by............. ..
14. Do you mainitain a dispensary or out-patient clinic?.......................
15. Does your institution serve a certain district for consultation, examination and

1. Do you~ have a pasooy c aI lbrtry................
t7. Do you have a pathological Iaboratory? .................................
18. Doyo have a 4iical laboratory?.................. ............ .......

19. Number of autopsies.in.1916....................1n 
1917 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20.Do oudo neuropahology? .... ý:.ý.................. ............... .. .. .
21. How mny social service or field workers have you? .....................

Dothey performn after-care, or do they collect history data?. ...............
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26. Is your scholastic work a separate department from industrial? ..............
Separate headg for these departmnents? ................... ..............
Under whom is the "sense training,.?. ..................................

27. Do you have a scientific library?, .............. .............. ........
Approximate number of volumes? ....................

28. Numnber of sdientific periodicals received ...............................
29. What equipmnent have you for special medical treatment (surgkcal, hydrothera-

peutic, syphilotherapeutic, etc.) .................... ..................
30, Is your institution used for teaching purposes (mnedical instruction, etc.)? ........
31. Do you have a barred or closed ward or building for troublesomne or delinquent

cases?............................................ ........... .....

There were 41 state institutions for the feebleminded in the United
States at the time of the survey and returns were obtained from 33.

The replies to the 31 questions are analyzed and summarized in
the following paragraphs.

Size of Instiltïttions. In 32 institutions, the number of patients under
care varied from 46 to 2,29:3, with a median of 590. In the upper quartile
were eight institutions with an average of 1,700 and in the lower quartile
tiiere w-ere five with less than 100. The average for this quartile was 100.
It is thus apparent there is wide variation in size of the institutions with a
group in the lower quartile very small for State institutions. This fact
should be kept in mind in our general findings as well as in our recom-
m endations.

Age. Fourteen or 42%6 had no restriction for admission; 7 had as
lowest limit 5 years or school age, 1 admitted only males between 6 and
16, and another limited ail admissions to the span between 5 and 20.

Commitment. Judicial commitment mas at least one of the methods
of admission in 32 out of 33. The proportion of such admissions varied
widely, 14 reporting 100% judicial comtnitment, the balance ranging
from 1 to 99%, with a niean of 25%1c.

Sexes. Thirty received both sexes, two females only, and one mryales
exclusively.

Epileptilcs. Twenty-two or 66%, admitted epileptics ini proportions
varying from 5 to 50%c of their total population.

Superintendent. In twenty-seven or 83% the superintendents were
physicians. Four had lay superintendents and one of these had dual
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with executive duties involved in the management of the institution,
and ten spent at least haif the time thus engaged. It was endeavored to
bring out how much time the average superintendent devotes to clinical
and medical work in contra st to purely administrative duties.

Medical Staff. Eight institutions, or 25%/, reported no resident
physicians. As one of these had a lay superintendent we mnay infer there
was no resident medical service in that institution. These eight institu-
tions were for the most part the smaller ones, but there was one of more
than 600 and one of 400 patients.

- Nine institutions had only one physician in addition to the superin-
tendent, seven had two physicianis, two had three, four had four, and two
had five.

Exclusive of superintendents the general average was one physician
to about 450 patients.

Pat kologi sis. Twenty-eight, or 85%, reported no pathologists,
three had one, and one had two..

Autopsies. 0f the twenty-seven answering this question, eighteen
reported no autopsies held in 1916-17; in the remaining nine institutions
the autopsies varied from 5 to 53 in the two years. The total cases that
were sectioned were 233.

Nezn'opathtology. 0f the twenty-eight replies, twenty-five reported

no neuropathology, two reported sucli studies were made and one replied
that the material was sent to a central laboratory.

Laboratoriles.
CLINICAL. In thirty institutions, nineteen had no clinic-al laboratory,

and eleven reported sorme sort of provision.
PATHOLOGICAL. in the sanie thirty, there were only four patholo-

gical laboratories.
PSYCHOLOGICAL. Again in the saine group, there were aine psy-

chological laboratories.
Psyckotogists. 0f thirty-two institutions, twenty-two reported

no psychologiet, eight reported one and one had two.
Pathologists. 0f thirty-two replies, twenty-seven haçi no patholo-

gists, three reported one and one had two.
Consulting Staff. 0f thirty-one institutions, seventeen had no

consulting staff, the others ranged from a staff of 1 to 27.
Staff Conferences. Sixteen of thirty had no staff conferences, the other

twelve were about equally çiivided into conferences once, twice or three
times per week.

Dispensary or Oui-Patient Department. 0f thirty-one hospitals,
twenty-three had no such department.

District Servi ce. Eight reported they served a district for con-
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sultation, exanination and psychometric testing, and twenty-tm-o
exercised no such function,

Social Service. 0f thirty-two, twenty-five had no w-orkers in the
feld in any capacity, three had two, hnd four had one.

.Placed-OuLt Cases. 0f thirty institutions, eight placed out-patients,
practically ail in domestic service.

Colony Gare. 0f thirty-one institutions, sixteen reported no colonies,
the re-maining fifteen had from one to seventeen.

Training Sclols.
FOR NURSES OR ATTENDANTS. Six ont of thirty had snch provision.
FOR TEACRERS. Only one reported affirmatively a sumnmer training

course for teachers for special classes.
Libraries. 0f thirty institutions, fourteen reported no scientific

library. 0f those who possessed libraries a widie range in niumber of
volumes was rated, one as low as 12, another 3,600.

&ientiflc Periodicals. 0f twenty-eight institutions, twenty-fi-ve
were receiving scientific periodicals, vàrying from 1 to 10 in number.

Ba'rred Wards. 0f thirty-two institutions, thirteen reported one
or more barred or closed wards for troublesome or delinquent cases.

Clini cal Teachin,2. 0f thirty, onily seven were used for mnedical

was:"
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Larger staffs must be provided to, bring institutional work up to standards
already set by scientific workers in allied fields. May I quote in this

connection some inspiring lines, each of which I would mentally under-
s core, f rom a 1915 report of Dr. Geo. F. Edenharter to, Board of Trustees
of the Central Indiana Hospital for the Insane.

"The State should flot yield to, any influence or persuasion that
would attempt to found a new institution, or a new division for any

existing institution for state care or isolation of any class of mental de-

fectives, no matter under what guise or system that does not contemplate,
include and provide as an integral and component part of its organiza-
tion, a complete and cômpetent medical service for continuous medical
observation, rnedical supervision and medical and surgical treatment of
ail of the individuals coxnmitted thereto,"

It is rather surprising that 220 autopsies were made on feebleminded
in State institutions in 1916-17. One wonders what studies were made
on the cases by the 9 institutions reporting them, especially as 25 of 28

institutions stated they did no neuropathology. It would help a long
way toward a better understanding of the mental deficiencies if the
wealth of mnaterial that annually becomes available in institutions could
be adequately worked up along the various pathological lines. For com-

plete neuropathological work the solution seems to be state laboratories
rather than individual institutional ones.

Private grants or the large foundations have in this field a great
opportunity for service in view of existing conditions, their aid really is

necessary to inaugurate and foster neuropathological investigation and
research on an adequate scale.

FiiiaIly may I summarize the foregoing into " fourteen points,"
based on this questionnaire survey.

1. There should be no restrictions as to age in institutional care.

In this resec, age and mental deficiency have no relation. Nor should
there lie any restriction as to sex.

2. Adequate cominitment laws are liecessary but the process of
commitment should be easy, with a minimum of red tape. Judicial
conupitment should always be available where required, but should flot
bc the Qflly mneans of admission'to a State Institution.

3. Eioilensv is essentially a different problemn and should be cared
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every institution should have the personnel and equipment to carry themn
on.

S. Arrangements should beimade to utilize the pathological material
that comes ,to autopsy.

9. Each institution should be an active center for ail that pertains
to mental deficiency. This necessitates an outpatient department,
travelling or hospital-extension clinic and social service.

10. Placing-out and after-care supervision of paroled cases should
be much more developed.

Il. Colony care is well established in some states and should also
be utilized to a much greater exltent.

12. Institutions that are sufficiently large should have training
schools for nurses and teachers.

13. .The general supervision of the pedagogical work in institutions
should be vested in the State Department of Education. This would
tend to maintarn standards and would also provide means of training
teachers for special classes in the public schools.

14. An affiliation or working relation between medical school and
institution is of mutual advantage and should be fostered whenever
possible.
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OUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE MENTALLY DISEASED

BY G. 0. GRAIN, M.D.

Jpsychopat hic Hospita, Winnipeg

B the introduction of new legisiation in regard to, the mentally

diseased in Mardi, 1919, and the opening of the Psychopathic

Hospital, Winnipeg, in October of the samne year, the Province of

Manitoba made a distinct advance towards the solution of the problema

of mental disease. It has beeni the first province in Canada to, respond to,

an awakened public opinion on these matters by enacting laws which

provided for the application of more humane principles in dealing with

the insane. By this act the very word "'Insane" has been remnoved from

our statutes; we no longer have " Insane Asylums" or even " Insane Hos-

pitals", but "Hospitals for Mental Disease." It may be said that this

is but a change of name. A denial of this, were it necessary, does flot

corne under our present subject, but it cani be pointed out that even this

chanige of namne will promnote a more favorable attitude towards those

suffering from mental disorder, especially amiong those people who have

been satisfied to use words like " lunacy " and "insanity " as if they were

-more closely related to criminality than to disease. A more concrete

indication of real advaricement is that th~e individual who is mentally

diseased mnay now be accepted for treatment in a hospital without the

intervention of the police as was formnerly the customn. He may be admit-

ted to the Psychopathic Hiospital in the same way as a patient is admitted

ix> any hospital, that is, voluntarily or on the application of friends or

relatives. Unfortunately, comipulsory admission in certain cases is still

nesayand alwa.ys will be necessary, that society may be safeguarded

agaiznst those who have undesirable tendencies with an inability te, realize

that they are victirns of mental disease. Flowever, it is apparent that the

trend of public opinion is towards greater consideration for the feelings

of the patient and less stringency in the interference with his individual

riglits. ýThe Golden Rule, everour guide in fulfilling "our duty towardsour

neiglibor" nst prevail in our dealings with the insane almost as fully

as with the sane, and public opinion, as reflected in the Law, lias come to

i.bout this advance, tuis more favorable attitude
seased? Evidently a wider knowledge as to the
Scauses. lIn the past the examples of barbarism
insane have taken place where gross ignorance
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prescribed and sumnmarily carried out was " death at the stake ". Later,
aithougli such supernatural explanations of the disease were discarded
ani burning at the stake was no longer tolerated, there was stili a lack of
sympathy for the patient shown in the methods of dealing with the
disease. The most extremne forms of restraint were used, very often -,,hen
there was littie, if any, need for restraint. Lunatics-,SO called, were often
heavily mianacled and chained down in small, bare, poorly lighted and
poorly ventilated oeils for years on end. Ingenious machines were deyised
for bringing an insane persan back ta his senses. The " tranquilizer '",

a device for rotating the victim until he was too dizzy ta do anything but
reel was an example of a product of the ingenuity and ignorance of a doc-
tor of a century ago. Even 'today there are people who show noQ more
sympathy for the patient or consideration for his rightsthantosuggsthat
he be allowed ta die through neglect or even be helped on his way. There
stili seems ta bc a feeling in the lay mind that the persan who has bcme
insane has passed forever beyond the pale of human society with no houe
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financial reverses, etc. For many the menopause is acritical period.
Others weather ail the stress and strain of an active, turbulent career
only to show a mental decline in old age.

General Pareses (G.P.I.), cases'of which may be seen inany General
Hospital, is, of course, the resuit of specîfic disease, and here the serious
organic changes in the brain have deprived the patient of his power of
mental adaptation to his surroundings.

Thus, whatever the cause, it nmay be seen that there has been a strug-
gle to maintain mental equilibrium. The symptoms are the outward ex-

pression of the failure to find a satisfactory solution of the mental con-
fliet and a compromise by complete self -suppression, irresponsible self-

expression or a wish-fulfilling dissociation of the personality, etc.
Jiust how aIl the symptoms arise cannot, in many cases, be satisfac-

torily explained even by the most erudite psychologists. The mechanisma
hy which the various disorders in consciousness, perception, attention,
imory, idea-formation, emotion and volition are produced must remain,
in most cases, Iargely a matter for speculation. What is of more importance
than a knowledge of this is the realization thathere is a mind diseased, flot
an individual bent on mischief or crime; here is an unwilling victim of
certain pathogenic influences and as such is entitled to pity rather than
to censure, rididule, ostracism, or, worse stili, neglect. Above ail the

patient needs scientific treatment and huinane care and whether or not he
wiIl receive this will depend largeiy on the attitude of those responsible
for his safety.

The nursing of the so-cailed "mental case" is looked upon by many
as a duty to he avoided rather than gladiy assumed. By those whose only
knowledge of mental disease lîs that gained by a short acquaintance with a

delirious patient, a fleeting glimpse of a bedraggled figure in the custody
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cases which tend to recover, the steady progress shown from day to day,
the contrast between the condition at the time of discharge and that at
the'time of admission provides fully as much cause for gratification as re-
covery in medical or surgical cases.

It is not to be denied that the care of cases of mental disease is a
trying occupation and one that exacts the utmost vigilance, unflagging
energy, presence of mind, intelligence and, in fact, A those qualities
which we associate with a good nurse. In -mental disease, perhaps more
than in any other disease, the personal element in the care of the patient
is of the highest importance. Those who can corne quickly into, accord
make a hit, as it were with their patients, those who have the ability
flot only to be of service to the patient but to convey to him the idea
that they are with him and flot against him are going to be rewarded
with success in a greater proportion of cases than those who are very
efficient in the technicai part of their duties but who are unable ix> exert
any beneficiai personal influence over the patient. Indeed there are many
people who are capable of doing more harmn than good no matter how well-
mneaning they are, simply because, through ignorance or carelessness,
they fail to apply the elements of every-day practical psychology in~ their
dealings with the patient. Let it be admîtted that there are many victims
of mental disease who are oblivious to ail external impressions and whose
behaviour seems to be unrelated to any ideas which others mnay try to
convey to them; still there are many of these who respond inistinctively to
kindness and persuasion much more readily than to command, and there
are many more who are highly susceptible to the least gesture or change
of expression in those in charge, and seem to know ittitively whether
or not a doctor, nurse or orderly is genuinely in sympathy with them.
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There may be many cases whose actions are so objectionable and ex-

asperating to those ini attendanoe that the patience of Job would have

been sorely tried,yet even these things the succ-essful mental nurse learns

to deal with with no show of temper. An inability to control the temper is

fatal to the successful nanagement of many types of cases. ,A cheerful

disposition, a smile or pleasant remark in the face of the verbal abuse or

misconduct of a patient, who has perhaps involved you in his or ber

delusioxls, is often the most difficuit tqi show, but the ability te, do so

characterizes the successful mental nurse and indicates the sincerity of

effort and the hope ' f success which marks the-proper attitude towards

cases of mental diseas'e.
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A CHANCE FOR MENTALLY DEFECTIVE CHILDREN

The Special Class, or as it is called in Ontario, the Auxiliary Class,
is making its way in Canada. Halif.ax was one of the first cities to es-
tablish such classes. Victoria has had special classes for years and their
success is a matter of interest and satisfaction to the community, who
recognize the value and importance of the training given to these children,
and the consideration and kindness with which they are treated. Van-
couver has several teachers engaged in this work. Edmonton, Calgary,
Regina, and Winnipeg have all made a beginning and every year the
interest in this work grows and the work itself extends. In Ontario,
a beginning has been made in Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, Brantford,
Windsor and Guelph, but progress has not been rapid.. A hopeful sign
is the conference of Auxiliary Class teachers which was held in 1920 and
in 1921 in connection with the Easter Annual meeting of the Ontario
Educational Association at Toronto. The good attendance of Auxiliary
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NOTES AND NEWS

EXTRACT FROM THE SECOND ANNUAL REPORT 0F THE

NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION FOR MENTAL
DEFECTIVES

FIELD AGENTS

The four field agents for the Commission were appointed by the.

Legisiature of 1920. In advocating the creation of these positions, the

Commission had two reasons. The first is that any program for the care

and provision of mental defectives miust consist i providing adequate

extra-institutional facilities. The empliasis must i the future be on

communnity rather than on custodial care. The industrial situation

during recent years lias shown us that there is a place in the labor mnar-

ket for so-called defective labor. An increased demand lias been Made on

account of the economic condition, but there are many instances to

prove that the fact remains true that traixned defectives can be re-

muneratively employed and that feeble-minded individuals are and have

been working more or less steadily at a variety of jobs for which they

received in many cases something more than a living wage. Rome

colony experiments have shown the value of the labor of defectives after

a period of training, and these two things taken together seem to point

the way towards supplying defectives with occupations which render

them healthier, happier and more useful to themselves and others.

The records of the various penaî and reformatory institutions in

the State are uniform in.showing two things: (1) A tremendous amount

of recidivism, aiid (2) A large percentage of mental defect. If we are to

stop this stream of recidivism at its source, we must diagnose these

cases of mental defect if possible before they corne up for their first
term.

Every defective is not potentially delinquent but with bis lack of
~¶1~ t1~~ kw#~ln~of will and an extreme suzzestibility which
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When a chîid leaves the ungraded class he leaves also, in many
cases, the last trace of authority and wise jurisdiction. He May go back
into a home where his general dullness is recognized as a burden which
must be borne by the family. No effort is made to train hin for the right'
sort of a job. The resut is a succession of unsuccessful attempts, job
after job with its consequent expense to varlous employers and periods
of idleness during which the boy or the girl is largely witliout super-
vision and is constantly in great danger of getting into trouble. Event-
uially lie mnay land in a Children's Court, and if this is a good one, his
defeet may be recognized and instead of a long series of sentences to
homes, reformatories, or penal institutions, he may be givein the proper
supervision.

It is at the point where the child leaves the ungraded class tliat the
Commission's field agent steps in. At present because of the small
staff, the work is concentrated for a training period in N 'ew York City.
Miss Elizabeth Farrell, supervisor of Ungraded Classes for the New York
City Department of Education, lias from the first been interested in the
Comnmission's plan for field agents and lias given valuable advice and
counsel as to the organization of the worlc. For the present most of the
cases whidi the State agents are investigating are referred by the Depart-
ment of Ungraded Classes and include discliarged cases and those ex-
cluded for varions reasons. The Department of Ungraded Classes gives'
the agents a siimtary of information about the (child to date. They
retain ail their own records adding a note that the child lias been referred
to the Commission and then close the case. The fainily is visited bv one
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1t appears flot only that there is ample work for these four field

agents, but there is reason to believe that the service they render is

already proving acceptable to the individuals and families concerned.
Another reason for requesting the creation of these field agencies

is the very great overcrowding of our present institutions and the con-

sequent need for additional bed space. The cost of building has been

so prohibitive since the war that the Legisiature has flot approved

continued requests for additional buildings. ,Field- agencies, if they

Succeed in keeping children out of institutions, will .therefore do much to

relieve overcrowding, make beds available at 'the institutions for the

custodial low grade type of case and the possibilities for reducing the

amnounit of juvenile delinquency are not small.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON PRISONS AND PRISON LAËOR.

STATEMENT 0F STANDARDS WHICH- SHOULD BE ADOPTEr> BY TEIE SEVERAL

STATES IN CARING FOR DELINQUENT GIRLS AND WOMEN

A

This Committee stands for the principle iýhat delinquent girls and
women should be cared for by women from the time they are arrested
until they are returned to the community.

Pursuant to this principle:

I BEFORE CONVICTION

1L. The system of employing womnen on the police force should be

extended wherever possible.
2. We approve of the futther development of the probation system,

and the increased employment of field-workers and preventive agents,

3. We approve of the establishment of detention houses for girls

and womern, offlcered by womnen, and providing for proper classification
and se drton of different typ)es of offenders.
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including physical and mental examination, and study of family
home surroundings and previous experience in life; and f roi
such girls and women shail be returned to the court for sentej
recommendations as to their distribution in accordance with the
of these examinations.

2. That for ail juvenile delinquents who are mentally
the state provide a training school, offering academic, vocatic
industrial courses adapted to the needs of'the various grades
preparation for self-support.

3. That for aIl mentally capable women, regardless of age
of offense, the state provide a reformatory.

4. That separate provision be made by the state for de
girls and wo-men who are mentally or otherwise incapable of:
by the training of the training school or reformatory.

5. That aIl those committed to these institutions, be u
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veeeal disease prescribed by the recoglize~d current authorities be

emed; adtat the best knowfl methods f diagnosiS and treat-

ment be aotd itheaeo al, other diseases and defects.

6. That somne form, of student germetorthrcicepreso

be established in these institutions-

1.This Conite wiIl endorse requestS made by heads of in-

stitutions for the care and training of delinquent girls and womnef, for

appropriatins necessary to mnaintaini staffs atiequate in numnber and

type, and also the efforts made by suich superîntendenits to, secure,

(1) A faêir standard of hours of work for emiployees and (2) A f air scale

of salaries, on the basis of equal pay with men for equal work, the stand-

ard~~~~ ~~ tbedcedbcmarsn with the hours of labor and salaries in

the communitY.
2. At aconference called by this Coiittoein ashngton, D.C.,

December 3, 190 twa eoved to endeavor to impress upon the

womnen's organizations of the country the fact thiat the delinquent

girl or woman, being a commiunity product, is a commullity problemT;

and to urge that they co-operate wîth heads of institutions and others

engaged in preventive work in meeting this joint obligation.

3. To this end, this Committee empowcers its chairmtan to present

this report on standards to the Social and Industrial Conditions Division

of the Public Welf are Departmnent of the General Federation of Women'5

-,;fll thç- renuest that it be given circulation throughout their

CASES FROM ALCOIIOL AND
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mnediately prior to our entrance into the war, 8.6% of first
were of the alcoholic type. I~n 1918, under the wartimne ba
drink, the alcoholic first admissions dropped to 5.2%; in 191
and in 19~20 under constitutional prohibition, to the Iow leý'
Tt must be borne in mind also that this 1920 Iow record is f
ending june 30, 1920, and that during the fiscal year the 1
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Brandon, and a new Iaundry building supplied at Selkrk. During the

prescent year work will 'be coinpleted on the two units at Brandon, a

psychopathic unit comjileted at Selkirk and a second building added to,

the school for the feeble-mninded at Portage la Prairie.

A FRENCH LEAGUE 0F MENTAL IIYGIENE

In April, 1920, the French Minister of T{ygiene and Prevention
instituted a Comnmittee of Mental Hygiene. This has iiow been supple-
mented by an unofficial League of Mental Prophylaxis and Hygiene
(Ligue de prophylaxie et d'hygiene mentale) which wil1 be devoted to, a

study of ail questions relating to mental health as it concerns the in-

dividual and communities. Indeed, the activi'tles of the League as out-
lned w\ill cover much wider ground than our own National'Committee
for Mental Hygiene. It proposes to open dispçîisaries for rational and
harmrless psychopaths, to influence legisiation, to direct anid assist
research and to institute active propaganda among ail classes.

The League desires affiliation and co-operation with similar or-

ganizations in other countries and will welconie inquiries and suggestions.
The President is Dr. Antheaume, a distinguished psychiatrist and

publicist, and the secretary is Dr. Genil-Perrin, 99 Avenue de la Bour-
donnais, Paris, France.

DUTCU SOCIETY 0F MENTAL HYGIENE

KUeaded by Dr. Ariens Kappers and Dr. B. Brouwer, a society for the
qrientifir qtuidv and rnromotion of nervous and mental therapeutics has
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FZIRST SESSION 0F THE FRENCH LEAGUE 0F MENTAL

HYGIENE

The first session of the French League of Mental Prophylaxis and
Hygiene was held in Paris, june 1. Addresses were delivered by the
president, Dr. Toulouse, and by Justin Godart who defended the right
of the insane to support by the government; by Prof. jean Lepine,
who requested the creation of dispensaries for psychopathic patients.
and by Dr. F. Williams, director in France of the Rockefeller Foundation.
Requests for admnittance to membership in this organization should be
addressed to the Secretary, Dr. Genil-Perrin, Avenue de la Bourdonnais
99, Paris, 7th arrt.
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